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t ~Preface 6

Since its founding in 1952, the Advisory.Group for Aerospace Research and Development has published, through the Flight
Mechanics Panel, a number of standard texts in the field of flight testing. The original Flight Tot Manual was published in the
years 1954to 19561 "ne Maul~wasdlvided into four volumes:

I Performance
2 Stability and Control
3 Instrumentation Catalog, and
4 Intrumentation Systems.

As a result of developments in the field of flight test instrumentation, the Flight Test Instrumentation Group of the Flight
Medanics Panel was established in 1968 to update Volumes 3 and 4 of the Flight Test Manual by the publication of the Flight
Test Instruamntadon Series, AGARDograph 160. In its published volumes AGARDograph 160 has covered recent
developments In flight test instrumeaton.

In 1978, the Flight Mechanics Panel decided that further specialist monographs should be published covering aspects of
Volume 1 and 2 of the original Flight Test Manual, including the flight testing of aircraft systems. In March 1981, the Flight Test
Techniques Group was established to carry out this task, The monographs of this Series (with the exception of AG 237 which
was separately numbered) are being published as Indlvldually numbered volumes of AGARDograph 300.

At the end of each volume of both AGARDograph 160 and AGARDograph 300 two general Annexes are printed. Annex I
provides a-list of volumes published in the Flight Tbat Instrumentation Series and in the Flight Test Techniques Series. Annex 2
contains a list of handbooks that are available on a variety of flight test subjects, not necessarily related to the contents of the
volume concerned.

The present Volume (No. 19 of AGARDograph 160) provides flight test instrumentation engineers with an introduction to
digital processes on aircraft. Flight test instrumentation systems are rapidly evolving front analog intensive to digital intensive
systems, including the use of onboard digital computers. Topics include: measurements that are digital in origin, sampling,
encoding, transmitting, and storing of dats. Particular emphasis is placed on modem avionic data bus architectures and what to
be aware of when extracting data from them. Some example data extraction techniques are given. Tradeoffs between digital
logic families, trends in digital development, and design testing techniques are discussed. An introduction to digital filtering is
also covered.
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Depua sa& crftldwon, m1952, le Panel de la Mdcanlque du vol, sous Nodgde du Group. Consultatif pour I& Recherche et Iea
Rdaliawadons Ahvompetalea publKd un certain nombre de textes qul font autorit6 dana to domaino des esuals en vol. Le Manuel
des Essals en Vol a 6W publId pour I& premibre fois dana.le anndes 1954-1956, 11 comportalt quatre volumes i savoir.

1 performance&
2 Stablit et Contr6le

3 Catalogue des apparella de mnesure, et
4 Systluneadomeaure.

Lm novatlons damnItdommine doappartib doemesure pour leeaeusais nvol, ont conduit i recrder,eon 1968, le groupe detravail
sur it appartils;de muuir pour lea emuls on vol pour permettre to reaise & jour des volumes 3 et 4. LeA traaux du groupe oat
ddbouch6 sur l~ddtion dune sdre do publications surkis apparells de mesure pour Isesaicsal en vol, l'AGARDograhie 160. Les
dift~ents volumes de lI4GARDographlte 160 pubids jusqui cc jour ceisvrent Its demilets developpanents dana In domaine.

En 1978, to Panel de I iM6canique dui vol a slgna f'lntdrit do monographies suppldmentalres aur certains aspects des volumes
Ilet 2 du Manuel Initial et notammont le aW easan vol des syatdmes avliciques MAil, au moia do mars 198 1,1It groupe d. travail
aur les techniques des essals on vol a 6W tc rdcr pour mener~ i in caoat tictic, Les monographues dans cette side (h l'exceptlon
do I& AG 237 qu lailt partlcddune adrie distinct.) sont pubfides sous tome des volums individuals do IAGARDogpaphin 300.

A Is fin do chaun des, volumes do lAGAflDographie 160 at do l'AGARDographie 300 figurent deus anexees g~nirals..
Lannsme I fournit la liste des volumes publids dana I& agri. 'Appmrils do meaure pour leas essais en vol" et dana lo acnec
"Techniques de& essala en vol. Lmannexe 2 donne In list. des manuels disponibles stir lts mdmes thkmes dans It domain. des
esails en vol, qul no soat pas forciniont en rapport avec It contenu du volume en question.

Ce volume 19 de lV4GARDographie 160 offre sau ingdicufw d'lnatrumentatlon des easais en vol uno introduction au traiternent
numdrique do bard.

Lea syatbmes d'lnatrumentation pour essaalaen vol, analoguob jusqulci scat en train ddvoluer trim rapidement vera des systimes;
numdniquos, qui int~grent dos onfinatours numiriques do bord. Parml Ies aujets exansials on diatingue:

toh mesures d'origlne num~riqc
- l'Ehantlllownage,
-t lcodage,
- Is transmission,
- it stockage des donndes.

Vaccent eat mis en particuier sun lea architectures modem..s do bus do donndes avioniques et lea consignes A donner ii
l'utllisateur qui vent en estraire des donnies, Quciques; examples de techniques d'extraction de donndcs sont foumnis. Les
compris envlsageables entrc lea diffdrent.. families de logique iaum4rique. Its tendances en cc qui concerne lea dtveloppements
numdriques et has technique. dessals do prototype% yacat discuties, avec une introduction au filtrae numdirique.
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DIGITAL SIGNAL CONDITIONING FOR FLIGHT TEST
Glenn A. Bever

NASA Ames Research Center
Dryden Flight Research Faidlity

P.O. Box 273
Edwards. California 93523-0273

U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Flight test Instrumentation systems are rapidly evolving from what was an all-analog technology into what
will be an almost all-digital art. The development and widespread application of digital processes in data pro-
cessing and reduction malm It Imperative that the advantages of the digital approach be exploited wherever
appropriate in the flight test proceu Mw areas of signal conditioning and data acquisition offer many oppor-
tunitles to use digital techniques to achieve Improved performance. For some time, digital techniques have
seen much use In data acquisition systems. More recently, the use of digital computers in airborne systems
has become commonplace, both in data acquisition systems and In the aircraft avionics and control systems.
The computer brig an extensive capability for real-time processing to the onboard systems and, to realize
Its full potential, must be appropriately interfaced to the aircraft environment. Often, aircraft avionic digital
systems contain data which are required for conducting the flight test. It becomes necessary to extract the
data from the onboWrd systems for inclusion in the flight test database. For these reasons it Is essential that
the flight test instrumentation engineer understand digital signal conditioning techniques and be familiar with
their applications.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this volume is to provide the engineer with a limited theoretcal bads, and with the necessary
practical design Information to permit the exploitation of the advances In the digital systems state of the art as
applied to flight testing. Included in this objective is the use of digital techniques in strictly signal conditioning
applications as well as inefacing and communication applications between various aircraft systems. Not
Included in this objective is the coverage of strictly computer-based systems Information. This information is
covered in computer society Hleture or in software professional society publications. These topics may be
noted for consideration, but the reader Is directed to other references for detailed subject coverage.

NOMENCLATURE

AC alternating current or advanced CMOS

ACV advanced CMOS TrL level

A-D aUalog to digital

ALS advanced low-power Setwky

AM mpliode modulation

AND k* -we b uncioz: : |ANSI Ame.m M Stadad tute
ARM A t Redio. I=..,

... ~ ~ ASI Americus$1odar Code for Infomation InterdkmV:: ' :•...••i;••.,•.

S. . . i ". •i• " :" 
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BC bus controller
BCD binary-coded decimal

BI40-L Manchester II biphase-level

BM 1busImonitor

BNR binary

CCUTr lb International Teblegraph and 'Telephone Consultative Committee
CMOs complementary metal oxide semiconductor

CRC cyclic redundancy code
D-A digital to analoi
DAC digital-to-analog converter
DATAC digital autonomous terminal access communication
DC dilmc current
DCE data communication equipment
DCIL dh'ect-coupled-transistor logic
DEBC digital electronic engine control
DiTS digital information transfer system
DM(-M delay xnodulation-mark (Miler)
DoD Department of Defense (U.S.A.)
D'E data temin$l equipment
DIL diode-transistor logic
ECC errr correction code

EEL emitter-coupled logic
EEPROM. electrically erasable programmable read-only memory

(also known as E32PROM)
EWA European fighter aircraft

EMI electroma~n etic Interference

MILD electrically programmable logic device
ESDI enhanced small device Interface
ESD electrostatic discharge

*EU engineering units
*FAST Fairchild advanced Schottky TML

FET field effect transistor
FIFO first in. first out

FIR finite impulse response

FM flrequency modulation

Fli flight test instrumentation
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GP-IB general-purpose Interface bus

HC high-speed CMOS

HCT high-speed CMOS TfL level

HP-IB Hewlett-Packard interface bus

IC integrated circuit (chip)

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

IR Infinite impulse response

IRIG Inter-Range Intrwumentatlon Group (U.S.A.)

IRU inertial reference unit

ISO International Standards Organization

LS low-power Schottky

LSB least significant bit

LSD least significant digit

LSI large-scale integration

MIL-STD military stAndard

MODEM modulator-demodulator

MOS metal oxide semiconductor

MSB most significant bit

MSCP mass storage control protocol

MSD most significant digit

NASA National Aeronautics aud Space Administration (U.S.A.)

NRZ nonreturn to zero

PAL programmable array logic

PCM pulse-code modulation

PLA programmable logic array

PLD programmable logic device

R resistance

RAM random access memory

RC resistance-capacitance

RF radio frequency

RH rotor reference high

RL rotor reference low

RMI radio magnetic Indicator

RT remont terminal

RTt, resisor-transtor logic

•,.1
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RZ eurn to zero
irus root mean squae
rpm revolutions per minute

rps revolutions per secone
SAE Society of Automotive Ezglneern

SCSI small computer systems intcrface

SDI source designation Indicator
SDLC synclronou d&ta link control

SM status matrix

S2I small-scale integration

SSM sign-status matrix

STS06 Seagate disk interface standard
T/R transmilt-receive

TM, ruanlstor-trnssor logic (bipolar)
UV ultraviolet

V volts

VAC volts alternating current

VDT video display terminal

WORM write once. read many

Symbols

C capacitor

D digital output

E electromotive force (voltage)

f frequency
I curient

H matrix

k, M," variables

P parity

Q charge

R ratio

S signal
T time between successive closings

z Impedance

aJ ohms
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Subscripts

ave averae
5l clock

G ground

H high
1H Input high

*IL input low

in input
nI variable

I0 characteristic or nominal

*OH output high

OL output low
out output

p1 pasaband lower
pu passband upper
ref reference

a source

at stopband lower
au stopband upper
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1 INTRODUCTION

7kadiltoally, engineeng disciplInes surrounding flight teat have been broken Into several groups. Groups
aooeud widt flight operations, flight control. aerodynamnics prOpuloni a&d instrumentation existed with a
great deal of autonomy. Mate recently, aireraft are bein viewed and tested aS a complete aircraft SYSTEM.
The dividing lines between disciplines have become very indistinct. Information about fuel distribution may be
Input to ,otsystm thag adjust for center of gravity change. Digitally controlled propulion systems may
*lgrme their calculations with tie flight control system. System designers require 4a from these systems
to evaluate their prforman or safety. Instrumentation engineers are taking advantage of sensors embedded
Intoavionics packages t than stalling their own uniquo seasors.
More demanding requirements are driving aircrat systems to be more Integrated. Many processes traditionaily
done on the ground are moving into aircraft systems. improving digital electronic technology is making aircraft
systems possible that were impossible just a few years ago. Optical technologies loom on the horizon, The
rapid progress In the sate of the art requires Individuals charged with designing aircraft measuring systems to
become better acquainted with new solutions to their requirements.

This volume Is concerned with aircraft measuring systems as related to flight test and flight research. Measure-
ments that are digital in origin or that must be digitized are discussed. Sampling, encoding, transmitting, and
storing the data are dealt with. Examples of actual solutions to these problems will be given. This volume will
provide an overview and introduction to the various areas of concern In modern aircraft digital measurement.
Processes taking place on the aircraft rather than on the ground are emphasized.
There Is no one right way to instrument an aircraft. Different organizations have different goals and require-
ments. An aircft manufacturer has a different emphasis than an organization concerned with basic aerody-
namic researc The tmanufacturer's primary concern is to validate the aircraft design and to prove its safety.
While a military fight testing organization may be more concerned with gaining experience in a particular air-
craft to write flight manuals, a flight research organization may be more concerned with measuring the airflow
over a wing or doing precise wind calculations. Some organizations can design In the test instrumentation
when the aircraft is built. Others are faced with the task of installing equipment In places that the designers
never envisioned.

For example, designers of avionics systems in civil transport aircraft proceed from a rigid criteria for avionics
box siz and function. The designaer of flight test Instrumentation for fighter or small civil planes is more likely
to use criteria "as small as is practicable" with a function uniquely defined by the flight test program.
The organizations' diverse missions, together with the natural tendency to continue with familiar approaches
to problems and equipment, create a wide range of solutions to flight measurement problems.

1.1 Defntions

What parameters are measured in flight that are of concern to digital signal conditioning? Nearly all parameters
In modern flight test eventually become digital. Even analog sensors are digitized for inclusion Into databases
at some polnt. Avionic systems communicate by way of digital data buses. And increasingly, data is being
digitally stored In memory, tape, and disk. The following basic tems found in this volume are defined.

A mamurad lhe physical quzaslity to be measured such ans temperature, pressure, or strain.
A tbowuu r is a device that converts a measurand into another form of energy. For flight test instrumentation,
this eng is typically elctca or optical.
Sigd d4mins necessary to convert a transducer output to a form Toqulred for input to a recorder,
COniputworwtclemetry device. itlvlm~eeeeclfra icsinfhsol. frsi
DIg 49i coWadlonlis defined as converting a transducer output signal to the digital domain and passing

•it to a r computing or telemetry devic. Conditioning or altering s between different forms In.!..,I+I• "the analog domain Is not discussed in this volume. See reference I for a discussion of this topic.
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1.2 Sampiln in the Analog World

Wh dge"omeahure Is toý change sums, up fth sil requird, to measure phenomena. fi roble is
twofold. First, probing a medium disturbs It. Secon, no meaurig device is perfect. Correct Interpretation Of
bow much themedium has been disturbed and how nmuch erOr at conftribts 0la49 with Wsensr Imperf4ction

Wheil acnerai Is riade whterewnhmian languaes cibetweek analog and digital, something Is lost
in the trisatofi. ft is a ttulsm that because It bas been diaged It is difteirent. The advantage of handling dama
In fti digital regime is that it is much lest sensitive to furdw degradation than is at signal in the analog domain.
Becaus a digital sgal* Is passed assa twoastate value, wide tolerances in the signal levels can be accepted and
still retain fth Information (fig. 1-~).However, mst measurands of Interest arm more appropritely thought
of as being in the analog domain (signal amplitude varies with time). Figure 1-1(b) shows a sample analog
signal. Most measurands vary in small amounts. not larg (digital)jumpa. Mae problem, doun, becomes one of
translftln wpagog Phenomena into a digital signal while keeping Introduced ermo to a known minimum.

(a) Digital signal tolerance. (b) Analog signal,

Figure 1-1. Digital and analog signals.

1.±1 Common czampluu

Figure 1-2 shows a typical aircraft data acquisition system. Data flow from the sensors to the recording
mechanism. Note that regardless of the sensw type~, the data become digitized for recording. 7bere are many
ways to send the data through the system. The mnethod shown converts each of the Input* to a parallel digital
word. The sequencr then multplexe these digital words insa repeating sequence and sends each digital word
out in serial. SynchronIzation words are added to assist data reconstruction later. 7his aerial bit stream Is
finally recorded on tape and transmitted.

+V If 4
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1.2.2 Eftet an4 ptWIls (prohem umr )

Sampling introduces its own problems. Sampling Is looking at a signal at discrete moments in time. The
mom the signal Is looked at, the more the smpling rate Inc s. In theory, u the sampling rate approaches
Infinity, the original signal Is seen. with no arro inroduced in sampling. However, In reality the signal must
be sampled less than infinitely ofln. Sampling circuit UmItatto, as Well as limitations In abilityto process,
transmit, or record high data rates, fom decisions about how fat the signal must be sampled If the sampling
rte Is too low, Important information can be lost. Sampling too ldghwaws bandwidth rsources.

Consider an 8-H& nld sampled only once. The onstructed signal will look like a DC level whose amplitude
Is whatever the signal happened to be when It was sampled that one time. This Is an extreme example of a
phenomena known as alasing and Is discussed in section 3.5.3.

1.3 Tradeoff Cohlderatlons

While sampled data systems can lose Important Information If sampled too low, there are other factors that can
lead to loss of data. Filtering techniques employed to assure that alasing does not occur must be applied BE-
FORE sampling (sec. 3.5.3). Electronic filtering cannot be used, for example, where scanning pressure trans-
ducers are used. The only antiallasing filtering that can be done here is in the mechanics of the pressure lines.

Techniques other than sainpleyt sytems can be subject to the same deficiencies. Systems like FM
recording-where an analog voltw.e modulates a frequency around a carrier center--are thought to be "con-
tinuous." However, an FM signal cannot be demodulated at one discrete point in time. It takes at least two
loints, usually two zero crossings, to determine the frequency AT that time. This Implies that arbitrarily large
input variations (continuous signals) cannot be supported because of the finite time It takes to demodulate a
particular frequency. Instantaneous determination of frequency at infinite resolution is required to actually
support a continuous analog Input. This is analogous to saying that the system must have an Infinite number
of samples to be truly a continuous reading, which is Impossible. Everything has a bandwidth, although some
bandwidths are larger than others. Because the carrier is centered at a particular finite frequency and doesn't
have an Infinite modulation rate, the ability of the carrier to "carry" Information could be exceeded.

Another example is an AM signal. Figure 1-3(a) shows a modulated carrder. 1b reconstruct the information,
there is an interpolation connecting the dots shown broken out (fig. 1-3(b)). This process is Identical to the
process of reconstructing a sampled signal. if the carrier frequency is too low for the information it carries,
there won't be enough dots to connect and still retain the Information required and allasing will take place.

" 4 •'. - ,.•. ,5• .
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, ~2-1
2 DIGITAL PROCESSES IN FLIGHT TESTING

1.1 AvioWiW Sy•sems

Th1 word "•vWWOCS Is a contracte of thewords "aviMion" and "ectronicas" and It may include all clec-
uC subsystems on at aircafit TA particular, avionics refers to thse electronic subsystems that are directly
concerned with flight M contol, weapon systems, navigation, and cockpit display. In most alrcrat thete sys-
tems r put of the operaloui i A, an modifications to thes systems ae not regarded lghtly. They are
dsigped I exactIf specifications, and pwkaed to facilitate easy replacement by nonexperts.
Avionics sysl~ms, is'defined previously, miad notth subject of this AOAltDograph. See reference 2 for more
InfUomtion on avIodns systems. However, because flight testing frequently requires their dat, some avionic
communication standards are discussed in section 6.

2.2 Datý Acquton Sysm.

FIgit testng requirements usually have different ground rules than avionics systems, as defined earlier. Fasy
replacement of data acquisition equipment is, of course, desirable. But more Important is how flexible the
symem is, how easy it is to alter (to test other flight conditions), and how small It is. Data acquisition tradi-
tionally is open loop; that Is, data are acquired and stored or transmitted for analysis, but not fed back Into the
aircraft to control it. A test display may be available to the pilot, but this Is seldom a display certified for safe

2.3 Sigld Proaesn-C=dionlng

refeiag back to figUe 1-2, notioe that three different types of sensorsre hown. The position sensor, which
may measu control surface position, is a potentiomter whose voltage output varies proportionally with wiper
position, Tbis analog output must be converted to a diUIl word. The particle sensor must convert Individual
particle detection to an aggregte total number of particles detected. The pressure sensor output is a frquency
that is poportional to the pressure applied. This frequency must also be converted to a digital value for use in
the data acquisition systm.
Some seuos e regarded as "digital" sensors because the conversion to the digital domain (conditioning) is
done at the senor. For example, if the only output from the "sensor" box is digital, then it Is timsparent to the
egl r using It that the presu seor is an element of a tuned circuit (the output of which Is frequency).

Once the initial "coditoning" to the digital domain is done ftn the da muust be finally passed to some
recordias mechanism. This may mean that Ute data need to be further conditioned to tas their transfer For
nstae , agin referring to figure 1-2, the dat are multiplexed, converted to serial (changing their condition

again), andm spethps WWWt M( er conditioned) for telemetry transmission or onboai d recording. Th
dMa may be umed onboard in compaou fao cockpit displays or da thining. This type of signal processing
is immeasagly 6ommiNL ih conversions sd fiWtg are performed on tse digital data to ease their taner
ad In no way alter the bas• digital information aotent

2.4 Hardware Cosldestims

3M, "bebmeosy

l m of leckum oo has proceeded at an Incredible rat It Is difcult to maintain an swa-
ness, uu4r 106 &*AMpoiinY. In every development that enters commercial production. Generally, an elec-
UWa* deSier world" against a deadlie will. desig with tdo familiar. ibhla the time to learn the ins and

S,*
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I- ~~Outs Of a new echnology IS a luxury that fequeatdy cunnm be indulgd Il& Often new tephniques must be uWed
paricularly when requirements dictate lower power, higher speeds, and smaller package size than what can be
provided with known techniques.
MW3 desig engineer often nweds to have experience with new technology and techniques before recommending
IL, l¶1mre. wo mny unknown to make a firm commitmen to scheduile. TechiDque advancement dhen
sequires 8 far-sighted project, manaeor ea r*4sl~aklg deeip engineer willing to spend long hours perfecting
die akatof of O ewchninquestInquon

MMame curreatly seveal technologas to choos from when selecting components to Implement digital logic
circuits. Details of these devices are Aowsc In mauatrs des~ books (reft 3 through 7). Refersnce 8
discusses technology family tradeoffs. Mwe basic trndeoffs made In selecting a logic family arm power con-

supto~guts speed,; noIse wuW~ly, clrcaut deasity. output drive.(&,, -out), cm~,' and relibility.

WA 1. Wpula lis0C

Ibis line of logic components Is the first line of digital Integrated circuits to come into commnercial usage. The
technique uses bipolar transistrs. Historically, the order of development &und usage was:

Dlrec-coupled-trannlstor logic (DM'1)
Resistor-transistor logic (MI)I ~Diode-transistor logic (DTL)
Thnosistor-trauitor logic CMM1)

A DC1I. device had poor noise immunity and high current consumption. An RTL device was low speed, and
had poor noise Immunity and low fan-out. A D7L. device reduced power requiremonts, but at the expense of
being slower. All of these technologies are obsolete and ate not used in new designs.
The TIL devices have been by far the most popular logic family for neardy 20 years. Ibis logic, or variations
of It, can stil be found In new designs, sltough Its popularity is waning. Rt boasts, higher noise Immunity than

Ispredecessors and is faster, Subtfamies of TML have been introduced to Imptove various characteristics, like
lower power consumption or highe speed. A commercial logic-Integrated circuit (IC) Is easily fecognized by
Its prefix of 74. A military specification IC prefix Is generally 54. Thie subfiamilles follow the prefix with letters
Indicating the subfamily, as follows:

AS Advanced Schottky
ALS Advanced low-power Schotiky
H Rlgh speed (up to 50 Hft)
L Low power (up to 3 M~)
J..S Low-powe Schottky (up to 45 Mft)
S Schottky (up to 125 Mfz)

Bipolar logic families are Inherently currnt devices, because bipolar junction transistors are current driven.
71wreotm, output drive Is, limited to some finite number, usually stated In terms of how many logic inputs
(In the same logic faemily) can be fed before the current demand moves the output voltage Into the transtion
(Indeterminat) regon. This unit of drive capability Is called dip fan-out. Fan-out for TIL devices Is usually
around 10. Switching speeds are regarded as fas because of the use of transistors rather than passive resistor-
capacitor coupling between Most staes

2A.1.2 RsltWo-eouplsd logle

Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) is characterized by extremely high speeds, Into the I- to 2-0Hz rapg. The
Owislof && ha it "s ha~ high~oa cobsumption ind low circuit density.T 113EC operates In the active
togionl of th biVAi~isto-whld enlmncei its speed. 7tve high power consumptiont and low circuit density limit

A ~ ~ ~ 'Its use on alrcrAL It Is seenpi OdrI1lk hi Mainframecotmputersi"
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2.41J CMOS logic

Compemenarymeta Oxide WWiWcA&u~ C MCOS) logic rculs are voltage driven rather than current driven
as bipola circuits are. They me voltage driven becoi-Be CMOS uses UMel effect transistors MFrs). which are
voltoge-drlves devices. Ibis Is what allows for the low power consumption of CMOS devices. With aconstant
volta8ge d low, cuirnot leakage, powr dissipations In do microwatta can be achieved. voltuge-driven Sate
al2o all1ow fxdor~ zmaclke fn-outs than cmn be achieved with bipolar devices
The CMOS device has exist cd for aeveral yeam in the form of the 40D0 series parts. It boast high noie
IMMunifty aed, extrmely low power Iconsumptloo.mw*i", has made It popular for battery-operated equipment.
However 4000 series CMOS lisvery slow when compard with the bipolar logic families (ftg 2-1).
As technology has progressed. other CMOS logic families have been developed to be plug replaceable with
existing bipola logic famlles. For example, the sc54Hc wH family was designed to replace the 54L&fl4Ls
bipolar fAmily. It retains much of the bipolar spe but reduces the power consumption while Improving noise
Immunity characteristic of CMO& Lamer the 54AUMlAC family was designed to replace the s4 mc/7H
family while Increasing die speed.

2A.1.4 Logic familles cmnslpaerd

Toble 2-1 shows a comparison of several logic fasmilies. The function chosen for comparison Is a quad 2-Input
AND (four AND gates). The table Is generally ordered from slowest to fastest logic part. Figure 2-2 shows ltb
Input and output current and voltage-naming conventions used in table 2-1. Figure 2-1 graphically illustrates
the sped-power tradeoffs between logic flamilies. Note that the AC and ACT logic families generally yield
the best speed wad tie lowest quiescent power.

.4000 CMOS

Typical HCT0 ~C*HC* OLS
"04 to L O TM *H 40sAL5

*AT ALO ACTa 0M M*FAST IAC FAST. *AS
I I I I am, I p pa 1a 9 111

.01 .1 1 10 100 1000 0 1 2 34 56676010 25
Typiclquimesntpowm MW Average .unweigie mA

Ftgnr 2-1. Log* family speed as a fmiction of powe conuswpton.

.!~ .~ .....



24 Thble 2-1. Comparison of logic famnilies.

a L* WI La in LA Le MI 10 atla atili MAX Typical

1~.3A 05 .0-1.60OM4 (0.4 0.2 2A.43.4 16 -0.3 27 15

LM S GS.00.5S _2.0, 6A 0.0 '0.50.35 2.7 3A 8 -0.4 24 12
HCMO 4-5 0.0 05 2.0 -0.001 0.001 0.33 0.2 3.54 4.2 '-3.6 35 12

HCW 45 0.0 0.9 3.15 .-OA01 0.001 03S3 0.2 3.84 4.2 '-3.6 20 10

3 :0 SA 2. 0.8 2.0 -2 0.05 CU5 2.5 3.4 20 -1 7.5
ACr044.5 0.04 0.8 2.0 -0.001 0.001 0.40 3.76 17-5 6.7

ACOS 4.5 0.N 1.35 3.15 -0.001 0.001 0.1 V-0.1 24 12 5
FOS 5.06a 0.2 2.0 -0.6 0.0 0 0.50 0.35 2.7 3.4 20 -1 6.6 4.2

ASO$S4.5 10 0.8 2.0 -0.50.020 0.5 0.35 V-2 20 -2 6.5 -4

L VIO/VMl Logic I (HI)

OUW Ir4P Transiton

.1 Logic 0 (LO)

Figure 2-2, LogIC cicuit parameter-namling conventions.

Wheras cider MOS gaes althOug less "Power WhuWY," Were considerabiy slower dma TIM bipolar parts.
newe MOWa oxide SeMICONductor (MOS) devices not ,nly Use Much ICU quiescet (Steady state) power than
T'IU butt they Ke do8 fAMWe and mmr noWis mming. TeY Also retain die circuit densities that have made

MinorpsblemifMISwhen mixinglogic families In table 2-1, fth differences In the Input and output threhold
vOb~ttg can result is "9WOWlal logic. F~r example, the 74ACOO expects logic "I* inputs to be no less tha
3. 1SV, whemhaa74I4)Slogic "r outputmay beasslowua2.7 V(fig. 2-3). Whom a 741F)8outputis feeding
a 74ACOO Iaputo, a POWlu resistor Is required to pull fth 74F06 output higher when It's in the logic "1" state.
This 1311sUi mpact 0s both coMPoneat count (addn reIsistr) as wZll Us gatetransition speed.

ý-777t--,---
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----------------- bob MIsus minimum
acceptable logic 1

V 1.35 Input to 74ACCO

0.5

74MO 74ACOS
Output Input CO07

Figure 2-3. Logic family interfaing problem.

The HICfamily can replace LS logic if all the logic were M. However, there is both an HC and HCT family
(as well as AC and ACI) because of ths interfacing problem. As long as the entire design uses LS logic,
either HC or AC logic can replace It. However, the design may rely on maintaining LS voltage levels for other
logic Interfacing. Because HC improves noise immunity by wide separation of acceptable input voltages
for logic "I" or "0r than does LS logic~, problems may arise. Therefore, HCT and ACT logic families were
doveloped. They retain the reduced power consumption of the HC and AC families, but h.acrifice the improved
nois immunity in favor of mimicking US tolerance levels.

2A.4.1 Problem area

The Improve-meets made in logic are not a panacea. New problems have arisen that require watching. For
Instance, CMOS logic outputs have higher output Impedance (Z) than bipolar families. Although CMOS has
higher noise Immniity than bipolar families (because of greater separation of logic output voltages), they are
more susceptible to external signal coupling as a result of their higher Z Care must be taken In circuit layout
to minimize crosstalk

The AC logic it susceptible to a condition known as "ground bounce." This condition occurs when logic
tolerances are altered because of high frequency signals.

2A4.1.6 Progranwmable logic devices

The most Interesing logic devices to gain popularity lately are programmable logic devices (PLD's). DIf-
ftrent Mantfactrer refer to this class of device by various names like programmable aray logic (PAL) and
programmabl logic Wray (PLA). The underlying Idea Is the same: they are hardware logic gates and flip-
flop whos interconuftlons are programmabl. Some devices are programmed once only. Tha Is, once
programmed, they caMo be altered again. Others ame ultraviolet (UV) erasable electrically programmable
logic devices (WWPL's) WAd can be reprogrammed. All of these devices offer the best of both worlds-fth
spOed of hadware logic sad the k2Iabli~ty of programming, In essence, jit Is a way of programming hardware.
Making logi ch@AW nge s easy as reprogramming an IC rather than (necessarily) requiring circuit board

,f~i-Wft&ki.. D's SW* allow OMe customized 'Umrwired* logic to be packed into a Small area 7he mqjor
drawback is thet dwlr speeds nover match small-scale integration (SSI) logic like the AMD gtS" described
MdWe. AlsN It maq be Mire dlrcult to trobleho do logic if thu signals requiring monitoring are burled- 0 RD-L A Wi =00"z~n leads.
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4.1.7 Hybrd ircults -

When it is necessary to miniaturize systems, hybrid circuits may become necessary. Hybrid circuits are a
group of monolithic IC's, resistos and capacitors that are wired as a circuit. A unique quality of hybrids is
that the IC's ae the "Ichlps"-without their carrier package, which saves board space. The hybrid technique
requires mtiual fabdicat, a disadvantage which drives up the cost. Savings of scale are minimal because of
the manual labor Involved.

2 •.2 Envk uwta considenaons

Airborne electronics often encounter a wide range of environments. For example, a fighter aircraft may absorb
temendous heat siding on a ramp In the desert. The aircraft then takes off and flies to high altitudes (low
ambient pssure) where =bient temperatures are -509C, tlfn returns to the hot desert floor. The same
aircraft might be flown from the dock of a damp aircraft carrier. The possibility of high electomagnetic
radiation environmeat operation must be considered as well.

Operatioal aircraft electronics are designed to withstand all the extremes just listed. This dramatically in-
creases the cost of flgh ystems as a result of more ifficult design and manufacturiag constraints plus
-qe testi

Often in ight tAt, design criteria can be relaxed considerably because the mission ground rules can be more
controlled. In most cau, instrumentation equipment failure results In the termination of data acquisition and
does not endanger the safety of the aircraft Also, mission rules may dictate operating only In clear weather
when the ramp temperatures are below 309C. The teat instrumentation could be located in a pressurized area
where there is good aiflow. These rules would allow th Instrumentation to be less expensive and to be
designed more quickly.
Another environmental consideration that Is gaining importance is electrostatic discharge (ESD). Static electric
charges build up on the bodies of personnel. An example of electrosW - discharge Is the spark generated when
reaching for a dooknob on a dry winter day. The dlscbstge can cause t,' rnlc components to be damaged or
destroyed. LAs known Is that ESb can damage electronic components even when It hasn't built to the level of
discharging a spark. Tbis sensitivity to ESD worsens as IC fabrication technologies shrink IC line widths to fit
more logic on a substrate. Precautions must be taken to prevent damage. Personnel working with electronics
must be grounded through high-Impedance leads. High-Impedance leads allow a charge to drain off gadually.
If a charge drains Instantaneously, high currents would flow or a spark would occur.

24.3 Archl•etar

Thre am many ways to design a data acquisition system. In most engineering endeavors, compromises must
be made depending on desd coastraints. For example, constraining a system to be under 1000 cm3 and less
than 5 kg probably constrains the power dissipation, but not th cost. Optimizing the cost may minimize the
c annels s e d detemin minimum size possible.

As table 24-1 illustra, modern logic families Ke becoming fast and dissipate less power than before. The
sie of IC composeft i also slhdg which mem that morn electronics per unit area is possible. This In
turn d•ves up the disalpetdo requlre• am. While die units am shrinking. the computational requirements ar
incasslag Theis bnteased compualona requirements can drive an incmae In unit size. The usual trMdoff
Is siu as oppoW1d Puto mmeVa~O.
D1t salult oa an alv'aft ca be caingorized intiee basi groups: centralized, distributed, and separate.
A cetallzed data acquisition sy*m has one central controlle that directly controls the data acquisition of all
the R•mes. Italsodeadm whatthe outiptdata strem, will be. Referto figure 1-2 for a simplified example.

': •" " • !''• ,•'
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A distributed data acquisition system is more loorey coupled. It may be thought of as several "central" data

acquis n systems hit Informaio.-usully through digmal serial channels. One system directs the
sampling of the rest, but the actual samplingflltering, and conversion into digital form is done at each remote
Ioedoit.D stributed systems are Important when long lengths of thick wire bundles must be avoided, such as
on large aircaft with widely separated sensors or on small aircraft with no room for wire bundles. "Separate"
data acquisition systems coexist on an aircraft but have nothing to do with each other. TMis is frequently the
simplest approach but has the disadvantage of not allowing all the aircraft data acquisition to be synchronized.
Although this approach may work for "gross" observation of data, it is frequently intolerable for research.

2S Software Conslderatlon

24~ IAWaupuq

There was a time when a clear delineation was made between software and hardware. 7lo a software engineer,
hardware was something that software was run on. 'b a hardware engineer, software was the afterthought of
t6e hardware buildup process.

With aircraft, if software was needed, It was in assembly language. This was the responsibility of the hardware
engineers.. Aircraft systems had to run fast. Programming was viewed as logic replacement, and software was
embedded into the hardware. The fastest way to run code was to program in machine code or its slightly more
human readable form called assembly language.

With the advent of highly digital aircraft, the thought of programming and verifying several Interconnecting
digital systems all programmed in assembly language Is horrifying. The difficulty in "thinking like a machine"
Is increased considerably because of the complexity of several, usually asynchronous, systems. Increased
processing speeds and higher density memories have allowed higher level languages to be considered for
many onboerd systems.

A high-level language allows the programmer to write code in a more abstract manner-the prograamer's
attention can be spent more on solving the problem than on moving bits around a machine-which Is wherom
much of the assembly language programmer's time Is spent. The tradeoff Is that the programmer has less to do
with the machine level and a certain level of control is lost. With a high-level language, overhead is Increased
(taking more time and memory to execute code). But time to code the solution Is usually decreased (more time
spent on solving the problem and less time telling the machine how to Implement It).

Many high-level languages ar Inuse. Four of the most representative and Important languages are FORTRAN,
PASCAL, "C," and ADA. 'The FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation) language has existed since the 1950's
And Is still a very well understood and popular language. It excels at just that-translating formulas ("number
crunching"). In earlier forms It relied on a "threaded code" concept to pass control around a program. This
form is more difficult to follow than the so-called structured program concept used by FORTRAN 77 and the
quintessential model of structured programming, PASCAL.

The PASCAL language was developed to teach students good structured programming concepts. To this end, it
maintains a "death grip" on programming technique. It also separates the programmer from the hardware-by
definition. PASCAL is largely self-documenting. Variables are strong!" -typed (integer, real number, logical
variable, and so forth), and the use of pointers and record structures allows queues, linked lists, and data
structures to be implemented easily. The main drawback for embedded data system applications like aircraft
avionlt Is that the real world Intrudes on this view of a structured universe and hooks Into the hardware must
be provided. Because PASCAL (in standard Implementations) Is hard to fool, the usual approach Is to call
amembly lnguage subroutines to do the hardware access. The programmer will then spend time working

aound tse program to accomplish the W&ks

The C" language was developed at Bell Labs, Murray Hill, New Jersey. Its main purpose was to build op-
erating system elements-NIX la particular. There are two advantages to this. First, the operating system

.4",'.:; .4'•. .
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programmer can write the operating system code in a high-level language. Second. the operating system is
more portable between computers because the system programming Is written at the abstract level and not at a
machine dependent, assembly language level. But operating systems must deal with the real world of system
Input-output (disk read-writes, terminal access, printing, and so forth). The "C" program is less strongly typed
than PASCAL and allows much "bit twiddling," or bit manipulations. In fact, "C" fits In a niche between
assembly code and PASCAL It includes data structures, block structuring of code, and high-level parsing of
coding, and allows the programmer to bypass much of it. Usually, when high-level language concepts are
bypassed. the code is less portable. Also, "C" language is frequently les readable. As "C" is a very cryptic
language, considerable attention must be paid to making it readable. It is not a self-documenting language.

The most touted and controversial high-level language to come along in recent years is ADA. Unlike "C" or
PASCAL, which came out of development groups and universities and gained acceptance in a "bottom up"
fashion, ADA is advocated by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) as a standard language for all coding
done on Its programmable systems. The advantage of this standardization Is that overall system maintenance
costs are minimized because larger pools of expertise are maintained. The ADA language is designed to be all
things to all people. It developed out of committee (top down) and Is a very large compller. It is so large and so
slow, In fact, that the writing of compilers for different machines and the verification of them Is a long process.
By definition no extensions are allowed, so all bases must be covered within the language. The end result is
a language that Is too large and too slow for many of the microprocessor-embedded applications (including
logic replacement functions) on board aircraft. However, because DoD Is mandating its use, the flight test
community must take ADA seriously.

2,5.2 Software development

Software development, like hardware development, requires a clear definition, a development plan, and a
verification process of the problem to be solved. Tools are needed tfr writing the code and debugging It. The
time and tools required to debug software are frequently underestimated. "Data crunching" software requires
no interface other than disk drives, a printer, and an operator terminal. Software designed for flight activity
interfaces to many other systems. These systems usually have their own Ideas as to when to send and receive
signals, as they are related to real-time processes.

Usually, the code cannot be fully tested until it has been run on the aircraft and connected to the systems
used In fMight. Some simulation can be done before this. Software modules can be written to simulate (in a
parameter-passing sense) the aircraft systems. Language debuggers can be used to examine trouble spots in
code execution. But timing checks are very difficult to do without connecting to the aircraft systems. Some-
times code Is written on one type of computer and the execution Is targeted for another type of computer. This
process is called cross-compilation or cross-assembly, depending on whether a compilation or assembly Is
done. Cross-compilation or cross-assembly allows common ground-based computers (designed for generml-
purpose use) to be used as a tool in developing code for a system that Is optimized as an embedded system.

*.'.; I:'• k i.i•
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3 ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL INTERFACE

3.1 Analog-to-Digital Conversion Techniques

Analog-to-digital (A-D) conversion Is central to most data acquisition systems. If a time-varying voltage Is
the oput of a sensor, and the data will be stored In a digital fashion, It must be converted from the analog
domain to the digital domain. There are several ways to perform this conversion. This section will briefly
describe the methods and the tradeoffs between them.

3.1.1 Successive approximation

Probably the most c'mmon technique employed by A-D converters Is successive approximation. As the name
Implies, the Input voltage Is compared with a succession of reference voltages. Based on each comparison.
a new reference voltage Is selected (either higher or lower) until within the resolution of the converter the
comparison cannot be improved. This technique is similar to finding the root of an equation by "guessing"
a root, plugging it into the equation, and then halving or doubling the guess depending on the result. With
each successive guess, the range of excursions to the next guess Is itself halved or doubled, until tlX 2aswer
is close enough (sufficient resolutica). Table 3-1 shows a successive approximation sequence of a 5-bit A-D
converter that settles on the number 6.

Table 3.-1. Successive approximation sequence.

Binary Output Description

11111 > Think of the process as removing
01111 > calibrated weights from a scale
00111 > balance-five weights, each
00011 < weighing half of the next higher
00111 > weight. When removing a weight
00101 < tips the scale (<), then put It back
00111 > on and remove the next lower
00110 = weight, until removing any lower

weight causes the scale to tip
to "<," or the scale balances (=).

This type of A-D converter Is used in applications where sampling at less than 1 MHz is sufficient. It is
considered a moderate-to-high-speed converter. Successive appioximation takes time, but high resolution can
be obtained. Commercailly available monolithic IC's up to 16 bits are common. The higher the resolution,
the more conversion time Is required (more voltage comparisons to do), aud longer umplifier settling time is
necessary to minimlZe amplifier dynamic effects.

3A.2 Interatdon

Integrating A-D convertets count pulses for a period proportional to the analog voltage input level. The longer
a pulle tra Is coue the higher the Integration value (of the pulse train) will be. When the integrated value
dses to match the value of the Input signal. the pulse train stops. A counter that has been counting the number
of Pulses now freezes, and this~vlue Is the digital output of the A-D converter.
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Dual slope Integration Involves integrating the analog voltage input for a ptedetermined time. A reference
input is then switched Into the integrato," and Integrates "down" to zero (where it started). The time it takes

*, • for the second (down) Integration process is proportional tQ the average of hp analogw "0 put voltage over the
period of the first integration. A digital pulse train pulses over the second (down) integration period and a
counter keeps track of the number of pulses. The resulting number is the digital output and is proportional
to the analog Input voltage. The. advantage of dual slope over asingle slope lntepratcr is that the dual slope
increases accu y and cancels out tempiere effects contlbuted by resistor and capacitor time ponstants. It
does this at the expense of requiring more control logic.

For example, in figure 3-1 three signals are shown: Si, S2. and S3. The Si signal Is the smallest% so It
Integrates up to the smallest level in time, Ti. When the reference input is switched in at TI, the counter is
started, and all three signals Integrate down at the same rate. The S1 signal reaches zero first (at point C1).
where Its counter terminates. Obviously, if the counter terminated at C2, its value would be greater--ildicating
that:S2 is largeru Sthan. "•

Signal Integrate Referenco integrate

[ S2

i ~ ~~Fixed C 2 C

Figure 3-1. Dual slope integration analog-to-dligtal converter.

Very high resolution data can be obtained at moderate speed& and low cost using this technique. Multiple
Integration cycles can Improve the resolution and accuracy at the expense of speed. The integration process
reduces nclse at frequencies whose periods are shorter than the signal integration time (higher frequencies). A

sample and hold is not necessary.

3.1.3 Multiple comparator (flbsh) converter

This type of A-D converter is the fastest because the conversion takes place combinationally (unclocked) all
at one time. It does this by using many voltage comparators simultaneously. In a true flasn converter, 2"- 1
onmputori ire used, whare n equals the nunber of bits In the 'A-D output. Each comparator Is set for a
different level and graded in equal divisions from the minimum to maximum acceptable input voltage. All
of the comparators with references below the input voltage will indicate HIGHER and the comparators with
reference voltages above the input voltage will Indicate LOWER. It is like reading a thrtmometer, where the
mercury is seen at e4th degree below the Indicated temperature and no mercury Is seen at each degree above
the iiqdic9te W4nprhie

The output ofetch comparator ih fed into a pr10tty ezcoder that converts the decoded Inputs to an encoded
binary:outpuL The p6W.ty edeoer requires 2"- 1 Lputs and noutputs. This process requires many accurate
voltage comparators and gates-for the usual case where n >8. It is very fast, however, because the conversion
happens at once.

..... .... .
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Figili3'-2 kbowa a simple'exanlplc Here ns= 2. So 22- 1 a3 Comlparator stages'are required. An extra
coinotrator it used to laditate ovwag..

C1 C12 C3 DIDO13
0 00 0 0
1 00 0 1.1lI1

Anal" I

R D
+iur P-,rip~ie - its onvrityr

subtacin frm th oriinalin otgue, which Simpthenfied -into H nte4btfash converter.Threutn

12-bit output Is "'flashed"l in two steps (8 bits plus 4 bits). This "dual-flash"' converter has the speed advan-
tage of C'.. -fullfah converter while limiting the number of comparators and gates required (212~ -1 = 4095
compiktims f& the full flash as opposed to (28 - 1) + (24 - 1) =270 comparators ibr the dual-flash). Other
converters combine a flash stage with a successive approximation stage-a so-called "half-flash" converter.

.3.14AAlu converter,,

A track4n A-D qonvefte ftracksthe unag Input continuously. A binary counter Is continuously clocked.
* ~and the. count elthe Increases or decreases dependin on the state of an up-down count control (fig. 3-3).

The pulPut of the bi~~q copwtai~s fed to a digital-to-analo (D-A) converter. This D- A converter output Is
* ~ oniwed With U*S:*~o Iput sl~nal and the difference drives the up-down control. The counter Is therefore I

driven to a Count that Is proportional to the analog tinput voltage.
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. sw .• !nit Is not •zcded,•he covarier wil track within .l lrea sgnificant bit (LB). ncreasIng
the do& equency allows for hih lew rate. Slew mte can a be icased by decreaulg the resolution

ale numbers to count). The tracking converter does not require a ample and hold circuit. but Its slew rate
limitations make It unsulmible formultiple•d or highWspeed sampling systems (ref 9).

Fiue3-.Taciganlgtodgta ovetr

S' I Aoon aoaw

3.1IN Sigm delta" 4on0>e

I S LSOI
Dn

Clock l p w ........

, Bin ary counter slamo

14gnre 3-'3. Tracking ansiog-to-diwttl converter.

MI. Sligma delta converter

A sigma delta converter is au oversampling converter that Is gaining popularity because of its ability to provide
very high resolution digital output. A traditional A-D converter increases the number of bits used for quanti-
zation to yield a better signal-to-noise ratio. A sigma delta converter, however, Improves the signal-to-noise
ratio by Increaing the sample rate while allowing the number of A-0 conversion bits to reduce to a minimum.

The name "sigma deltas" refers to quantizing the difference (delta) between the current signal and the sum
(sigma) of previous differences. Because this comparison Is performed at very high rates, the sigma's difference
from sample to sample is typically small. Therefore, the difference can be represented with fewer bits of
resolution; typically one bit.
The smaller number of bits results in larger quantization noise. However, the converter Includes noise-shaping
cirutry, which eskhtially 'lifts" or "puahes" noise out from the paisband and "drops" It Into the stopband.
"Th1 noise-shaping circultry can be thought of as a noise modulator. It modulates the noise to another frequency,
effeWly removing the noise from the band of Interest. Traditional modulation schemes move a signal out of
a noisy band Into a quieter bands In contrast, sigma delta modulation moves the noise to another band, leaving
the sgnal bnd quieter.'
A digital filter then statistically averages the differences and decimates the signal so that more bits, 16 typically,
appear 4 ftnqtWy Clowr to the Nyqult Kate than al tia overample rate,
The sigma delta converter consists of two pats: a sigma delta modulator and a digital filter (fig. 3-4 and
sec. 52). An input analog signal is fed into the sigma delta modulator. The modulator consists of an integrator,
a quantizer (a 1-bit comparator), and a feedback loop through a digital-to-analog converter. Because the A-D
converter is only one bit, there is much quantization error (only two digital answers are possible: "1" or
"0"). 1This pt'll convekti back to analog and, conltaining the quantization error, Is subtracted from the: ~6 o"N•'•ow & that Is ldt Is the qulandziatikft error, which Is then fed th~rough the Integrator back into

'.This p.oces Is done often (O*vamled), and over a la ge number of samples is statisticallyave by U* digiiM fiIr. Th oUtpdt'of the digital filter Is a much higher resolution (16 bits, typically) at

a much lower effective sample rate closer to the Nyquist rate.

4-Y . r ... ' ;. . .

i4
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"iMa deltamodulator
r ----- ...... ta - -----

+
Vin DI2W Ngiom

-Figure 3-4. Sigma delta analog-to-digital converter.

The sigma delta oversampling scheme shifts Mos of dhe conversion burden from the analog world to the better
behaved digita world.. The high sample rate reduce& antialasaing requirements. The analog part of the circuit
4s greadly simplified because only one bit is quantized; however, the digital part of the circuit Is substantial.
Only rCýd lyb i been~practial tolcorporae fth sigma delta converter on one chip.
Mae disadvantage of this conversion scheme Is that It requires a very high sampling rate, which may be a
few huindred times the frequeny of fiaterest (64 to 256 times is common). Reference 10 provides additional
Information.

3.2 DWgt.-to-Analog Conversion Techniques

Digital-to-analog coeveralon is less Important to -aircraft data acquisition systems than Is analog-to-digital
conversion, discussed is the previous seton. Theu usefuilness of converting a digital signal to an analog signal
Is Seen in cloed-loop flight control systems, ground-based strip charts, and cockpit Instruments driven from a
compute system. The area addressed by this volume does not include any of these elements. Therefore, D-A
converters am only included to Illustrate. *.me of fth factors of concernt In bridging the worlds of analog and
digital sigmals.
The D-A converters' (DACs'ý output is not truly an Infinitely time-varying signal. Because the Input values
can be discretely quantized, the output levels are also quantized. The result is a time-varying signal that Is made
up of a series of plateaus (fig. 3-5). Smoothing of the output (filtering) can be done to reduce the serration, if
desIrd. but this adds no new Inforaton to the signal. If the serration is unacceptable, then a DAC with more
resOlWuto is usually Called for-which would decrease the width of the "zone of probability" In the figure.

K.2.I.,,

-4.4
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01

Figure 3-5. Dlgltal-t-N~alog conversion.

The gain and oftect of a DAC refer to the output rang covered. For example, If an output requirca ±5 V full
scale, then a reference value must be set in die DAC to "calibrate" the minimum digital inputu. -5 V and the
maximum, digital Input at +5 V. The offst is usually included in tMi calibration. Moat r.-A conversions are
done ina aunipolar fublon; that is, fth conversion itself is done at 0 to 10 V. Then itlIs offst down by 5 V (5 V
~Ssubtaed from the0to 10V to yielda signal In dieange of 0 V).

3.3 D4gIWaIo-SyncIU'o Convd Ion Techniques

Synchros provide an inherently ratlometric conversion method for measuring and controlling precise angular
dIaplaceametls; It is a tecniue that is very tolerant of noise. on the signa inputs as well as voltage drops be-

tween, do transduc w- r-An converter, The synebro is a simple rotary transformner where the relationship between
Its primary (rtolr) and secondary (stafte) is controlled by, uashf position. 7be voltage Induced in the stator
varies as a flmancio of shaft ange. Resolvers are a subcsssification of synchros and differ only in ft way
the rotor and sstatr are wound. Synobro-resolver devices have been in use and continually refined for over
40 years and are very reliable.
Syncbro are often used to drive pilot Insaumnts suchias radio magnetic Indicators (RM's), In figure 3-6, its
basic operation Is as follows: a digital "Wor Is piresented to the digltal-to-synchro converter. 7bis digital word
is traniformed into its sine and cosine values (the so-called resolver foirmat). These signals are converted into
fth syndbra signals St , 2 and Ss through doe use of a Scott-T filter. The synchro signals are then amplified to
provide the drive necessary by ft synchro device. The synchro device reacts to the phase relationship of thes
three signals in relationship to an alternating current (AC) reference voltage, V..j, and assumes Uth appropriate
angular displacement Reference 11I gives an example Implementation.

. .... .~. .. * ,
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mode. In comparing die use of small as opposeds illare capubiors a sMal capacitor will respond more
quicidy to input cheuges (higher "slew", rto" whereas a large cpitrwill ditching. In bold mode more
slowly (exhibit less "droop") in repneto Moap cursuas. The optimum capacitance will respond quicky

tbu~afr a gives sigtal bandwith and droop less than oa half, th resolution of a bit.

----- ----- ----

Figure 3-7. Sample and hol circuit

When the analg Input does not change by mon than one-half LSB during the conversion, a sample-and-hold
stage is not required& Because this puts a constraint on tie bandwidth of the signal that can be applied to the
converter mosm A-DV converters have a sample-mn-hold stage,

3.5.2 -Paimpls filteftn

Presample filtering is used to prevent allasing of a signal, as described in the next seton. It is also used
to elilantie a steady-state level (eliminate DC offet), theeby Increasing the measurement sensitivity by not
requiring a small variation to "ait on top or0 a large DC voltage. The fiwasrement window can be scaled to
the limits of the expected variation.

I ndinig filterprevents high-frequency noise fkom being sampled by the A-D converter. High-frequency
data samupled at too low a rate cause a M~ae reconsatruction, or allasing, when the data are analyzed. The term
"&Wah means to masqueradec as something else. Te reconstruction of an stamed signal make a higher fre-
quency signal masquerade as a lower fiequency. Ibis is analogous to viewing a rotating fan by strobe light.
under certain conditions the fan blade will appear to be stopped. or even to be gWing backwards, because the
eye peroelves a masqueraded nmotion frm too slow a sampling rate. In data acquisition, then, It is Important
to attenuate frequencies above the expected data region before the signal en terhde A-D process.
Figure 3-8 (also figt 88 in ref. 1) shows an 8-Hz signal that Is sampled in various ways. For clarity, the signal
is shown four times& with dotted Usne curve reconistructions described as follows. In the figre curve I shows
an 841z signal being sampled at exactly twice the signal frquency. However, the sampling Is in phase with
die zero croesovv add tius appears to be a DC signal of zero amplitude. Curve 2 also samples at Was~ the
signal frequendy, but doe saplnO has shltW phase by W0. In this case, the signal Is reconstructed with the
cObreci keqO6WnyA vIh a` amltue Inttivly, isampling at mny other phase angle (for Instance, curvt 3) yields
a ftbaustrueiad Saigl Ot the casd" frequebcy but at too low an Amplitude and Incorrect phase.

Ay,,
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.......... *.. .. 4. ( **

"ftN signal, 164ft am~pin (3 phases) ClW1

84ba signal, IG-Hi sampling t.Cu e 4

6-Hz signal, 644z sampling

..... .................. ................... ...............e

8.1%a signal, 641: asampling (2 "hasm) G

Fl WitS 3-8. Sampling data.

Curve 4 shows an 8-Hz signal that is sampled 10 tlmeis/. !!-- reconstructed signial appears to be 2 Hz. Note
the relationsht 10- 8 =2. Ibis relationship can be compared to a beat frequency oscillation, where a reultant
frequency Is the sum &Wd difterence of two frequencies "best against one another. in curve 5, an 8-Hz signal
sampled at 6 tdms/sc also yields an apparent 2-Hz reconstructed output (S - 6 =2). SamnplIng at the signal

V frequency Yields An apparen DC output of atbitrary amplitude (S-8-a 0).
By using this differences Idea, a sampling rate les than the signal frequency yields an apparent (allased) output
of less dwu die true (dashed outpu Areuency at arbitrary phase. Sampling at the signal frequency yields a DC
Outou o bfathrary'amobiide. as Illustratd In curves 6 and 7. Sampling aboe fti signal frequency will also
d~aliasa outut at las Oma doe desired outut wMW dom sampling hqueacy exceeds twWc tim signal frequency.
VWb Is magic about M66d the 4*;ml bequmacy? Samplin at a highe rate gives tedundant informstion about
the signal, psov~idng latarmmdoe abou the signal that wini prevent reconstruction at a lesser, or aliased, ifr-

queacy)II&twotmshqoc scleddeNqltfeuny and sigualsholuld never be smldat less
du d~stimes the

Allita ca Occ wh a-...f ina semldatart esdwo qa otw ie i



Intres O coma~soly used OD MIniiz IOss Of AMPHULa3 Rder to OgtW 3-8, curves 1 Md 3. for exm~ple
I' ~~of diminishled unpllbide. 11. fipm *A ampwsS 49.pn 90th Nyquist rate, on dlf*Crnt phases, but amplitude

Add PluI h ang VCIAn be sen at higtu &saln ratestoo. Figuti 3-9 shaows a sPiga sampled 10,S. 3, and
2 dmdacycdL As the sample ate dcrouMs dhe reconstruction (solid lines) becmmes less mccuao, Uf th
peaks ame never sampled, die aovapliud wml appear dwmnthd.w Ther is a diinshin retuz ian sampling > 5
timescycle. Note that dwreb very H*ttl emlfrec bigween samplin 5 and 10 times/c~la.
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igr3-.Comperluo of different sampling rnos,

The to use previously was "sinas. not "tho signa of lntaet." ignals pmWen that Nre Nowhe dun the
signal ftequeaele of WOW awatut be removed pilo to sampli (usin pre ~sapl or sadalissng Malnr), or
else do mpfting =9 be loamued in at leAs a NyqWs level for &W s & hghfequeac.Ls Thi latte
btechnk 1 Oicaled OVere=04lag O0ce a dsiga has bee sampled,, It Is Wnao"*bl to know what Is sammed

3A Pzem rSftm

ONWst ad lUmfrty of A-DV civaers cun be affected by several bftda The most Important futar for
ftheI w ntatldm engineIs temperaur. if ftn outpu of an A-D converter for a given inpt agswith
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Caliboiadom moat be dows 1xew&ftch~ -oqaalror els fth system acuancy =us be dezWde to allow fort
*A. fl~al *whoWWof calistiom, (ftg 3-10).: unjess sempewa cadwedons a= to be, qplle to ft -dat,

do =wy f areftmumalowfor the possibility d*s Udo reading wa& inade Ltamy of Own Wi range of

~)etg reed tuoe

Figure 3-M0 Tamperattue effects on a calibration.

If the response (transfer unction) of an A-D converter Is nonlinear, then a more complex calibration must
be applied to the data when converting it to engineering units. Many systems, particularly real-time systems,
do not provide for nonlinear calibrations. in tdis cases. the overall system accuray Is degraded because the
wimdow must be opened up until all points on a curve fall within the "fat" straight line (fig. 3-li).

Beat eftfight line

Eu

UToleronce window

Figure 3-11. 7blcrance of best straight line fit for nonlinear data

It Is rme to find A-D converters in aireraft systems using more than a 12-bit resolution unless the converter
Is at the senso. 7he higher the resolution, the more sensitive it Is, which maktes it more difficult to separate
the signal htm the noisTe. farthe die sensors are from the A-D converter, the mor opportunity noise
has to ente the signal pafth For example, a 12-bit D-A converte has a resolution of I part (or count) In

*4096. J fag scale (4095, or 12 "1 'a) Is 5V nd minimum scale (0000.or 12 11016") Is 0V.awn each count Is
(1/4096) (SV) 1.22 mV. 9 indndnoiseinthe system is :3 mV,duon(3 mVY(l .22 mV/cunt) 12.46
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4 DIGITAL TRANSDUCERS
4.1 Trsdst om 1h... ' . ...

What cotitutab a digital transducer? Generaly, any trnduce that produces a digital output an be conuid-
ered & digital transducer. But where do ybU define the output? If •te fundamental opiration of the transducer
dependsoaain g it a lW output, it is a digital sensor. In many caes, however, the fundamental output may
be frequency, phase angle, or even voltage, but the sensor box outputs only digital. The conversion has taken
place Inside the digital sens box. In this discussion, a digital transducer is a transducer that can be quantized
digitally by use of a counter. This Includes coded disk, variable frequency, and pulse devices.

4.1.1 Coded dial

Probably the oldest digital transducer Is the encoded disk. A disk Is divided radially into sections, where each
section can be read as a binary number (fig. 4-1(a)). Originally, the reading process was mechanical. Raised
bumps displaced a rod that mechanically turned on (or off) a switch. Depending on the number and placement
of bumps In a section, different binary numbers that Identified the angular placement of the shaft could be read

.I or encoded.
l ~AA

M I
0 .

0107U2 01073

(a) Progressive, (b) Nonprogressive.

Flgure 4-1. Encoded disks.

Another coded disk uses electrical contact rather than mechanical displacement to encode a binary number.
The preadice or absence of metal In different areas of the section causes electrical contact to be made (or not).
The most modern coded disk is the optical shaft encoder. The sections are broken down Into opaque areas and
transparent Area. As the shaft rotates, individual light beams are detected by photocells (if transparent) or not
(If opaque).
In figure 4-4(a), traztionlng from one section to the next may give erroneous numbers not matching either
section. For example, In transltloning from section H to section I (fig. 4-1(a)), the encoded number changes
from 7 (0111) to 8 (1000). Because the transition of each of the four numbers is unlikely to be completely
synchrnous (Slmultaneous), any output combination may be temporarily read-for example, 1111, 1001,
0110. ThIis It sIm to a nonsyiichb ots logic ripple counter, which may yield glitches when counting as the
number iettles out. By pro*e use of nonprogressive coding (fig. 4-1(b) and sec. 4.1.2), this problem can be
eliminated.

J! ,
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41.2 Va'h ftrpmqey

Some sensors convert measurand information to frequency variations. With a resonant plezoelectrlc pressure
transducer, vmying pressure on a crystal causes its resonant frequency to vary, or shift. This frequency Is
converted to a digital value proportional to the Lrequency. An rpm indicatoris another example of a variable

amqueucy s a rpm's re a meaure of the A nency of revolution.
One way of performing this conversion Is to count zero crossings in a signal for a specified amount of time.
The number counted will be proportional to the frequency (fig. 4-2).

Start1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
- 10 , croes,,ors, I cycle 5 cycles

hocV2 crossors I aec

5-1& signad Blom
Pigure 4-2. Zero-crossing count to determine frequency.

4.13 Pulse techniques

Many physical phenomena are discrete. For instance, the nrocess of counting particles is Inherently digital,
but the detector may only be able to detect one particle at a time. Therefore, for a particle count to be made, a
counting quantizer must be used. The quantizer may be simply a progressive counting register that activates
when a pulse arrives. However, If several particles arrive In close proximity to each other, the detector may
count them as one particle. The solution to this problem is not straightforward.

4.2 Cc&"q

Sometimes'it is Important to code a number sequence so that it is straightforward to read or to use in an equation.
Other times, an encoding scheme would inherently Increase the potential for false readings, as mentioned in
the section on encoded disks. This section discusses different coding techniques.

42.1 Proressmve codes

Progressive codes, the most common type of coding In modern digital transducers, progress In a numerical up
or down count order (fig. 4-1(a)). This type of coding works well with computer Input, because only a simple
calibration (by way of a table lookup or linear transformation) is needed. For instance, If a digital transducer
counts from 0 to 1023 (10 bits), and this range cotemponds to -3 to 3 lb/in 2 differential, then the simple
calibration of

3 ( (counts) + (-3) = engineering units In InO differential

can give the dplred result. Or a 1024-point lookup table could be made with counts as the input and lb/In2
diff•e• nla as the• output. In either case, the calibration curve Is monotonically IncreAsng. As the counts
increase, so do the lj2units.

: .. ; '• l i,.
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4.2.2 Nonprogresstve codes (Gray)

Nonprogressive codes do not progress in a numerical up or down count order. The most common nonprogres-
sive code is the Gray code. The important feature of this code is that in moving from one count to the next, only
one bit position changes state. This Is useful In preventing "glitches" (momentary output transients yielding
incorrect values). If the worst glitch that could occur is to toggle between the original state and the new state,
which is only one LSB. then the effect on the system would be miaimal. If, however, several bits were to
rollover during the transient, as with a progressive binary upcount like 0111 to 1000, then several Intermediate
counts could be seen during the transition, depending on the relative speeds of bit transitions. See figure 4-1(b)
and table 4-1 for an example of a Gray code counL Only one bit changes between any two adjacent rows.

Table 4-1. Graycode.

Code counts

Description Gray Binary
(nonprogressive) (progressive)

For lines (1), (2), and (4), a 0000 0000
If the numbers are folded b O1_(1) 0001
at line (1)--ine a c 0011 0010
overlaying line d and d 0010 (2) 0011
line b overlaying line 0110 0100
c--a perfect match of 0111 0101
the least significant digit 0101 0110
occurs. Also, folding C.he OIOQ (4) 0111
numbers at line (2) matches 1100 1000
the least significant two 1101 1001
bits while folding at (4) 1111 1010

matches the least significant 1110 1011
three bits. Gray code continues i0lo 1100
in this way for as many bits 1011 1101
as needed. 1001 1110

1000 1111

Nonprogressive codes are important in mechanical devices such as shaft encoders. Here mechanical misalign-
meats cause problems when state changes require simultaneous switching. Mlsalignments can be measured in
several tens of msec. In modem electronic logic circuits, however, outputs can be synchronized so that all bit
chtknges are presented to the output stage at virtually identical times. Clocking can be synchronized to strobe
the output to the next stage after the output has settled.

t The only place that nonprogressive codes are found in modern flight testing work is when old mechanical
devices have been emulated with more modern electronics. An example is an altitude reporting transponder,
the standard for which has existed for many years-from when most transponders were driven by pressure-
sensing rotating drums. For computational purposes, this kind of coding requires an extra level of decoding
so that numerical computers can work with the data.

Gray coding is the same technique used In reducing combinational logic truth tables into Boolean equations
known as the Karnaugh number diagram technique. It can be viewed as successively unfolding a piece of
paper horizontally and vertically. Each unfolding adds a binary digit to the left and the existing numbers are
mirrored into squares of the segment just opened. Figure 4-3 shows two different unfolding methods. Moving
from any square to an adjacent square changes exactly one bit, as with the Gray code.

........... I .....
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L 0 1 0 01 101 100 000 001 101 100

bus Ibit 10 11 10 11 ill 110 010 011 111 110
21 10 1 I.1 * 2 3 7 6

2 bits 3 bits 1010 1011 1111 1110
10 11 15 14

1000 101 1101 1100
8 9 13 12

4 bits 9107

(a) Method 1.

0j 411,10]

0 bits I bit 2 bs-

F7 01 11 10 k 000 001 011 010
10 1131 21 0 1 3 2

100 101 I111 110 100 101 111 110
r 4 7,61 51 7 a

3bits 1100 1101 1111 1110
12 13 15 14

1000 1001 1011 1010
8 9 11 10

4 bits

(b) Method 2.

Figure 4-3. Unfolding a Karnaugh number diagram.
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5 DIGITAL FILTERING <.
5.1 Applicatloum and G(;dellnes

Digital filtering is, a computational technique that inputs digitized sampled data and outputs filtered digital
data. Th reconstrcted output waveshape differs from the input reconstructed waveshape according to the
definition of the. filtering algodthm being applied.

This tehntique Is vy common in analyzing flight test data beause many of the filters can be applied to raw
flight data for analysis. Digital filtering is done completely in the domain of "number crunching"; that is,
processing ditl umibers typically in a non-real-time postilight environment.
Many filter characteristics that simulate analog filters such as Bessel, Clhebyshev, Butterworth, and so forth,
can be realkad. hese and other filters are oovered In detail in reference 1.
Digital filters cannot completely replace analog filters in the Instrumentation system, however. As discussed
previously, because of errors Introduced in the sampling process, presample (analog) filters must be used.
Preaample (analog) filters can be dispensed with in favor of oversampling techniques only If assumptions can
be made as to the maximum frequencies present in the presampled system.
Currently, the use of computational digital filters is limited in real-time, onboard data acquisition, However,
with the steady advance of digital signal processors, high-speed computation, high-density memories, and so
forth, they are increasingly under consideration as part of the flight Instrumentation system.

S.2 Thhe Domain Filters

Figure 5-1 shows the four basic filter types: low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop (notch) filters,
The Ideal filter has the stop band frequency (f., or fj) equal to its corresponding passband frequency (fw
or fpj). The ideal filter also has a unity gain in the passband. In other words, an Ideal filter would have
vertical "porches" with no transition region. Such ideal filters do not exist, but digital filter implementations
approximating the Ideal conditions can be Implemented far easier than their analog counterparts.
There are two types of digital filters: finite impulseresponse (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR). The
following is a very general comparison of these two types. The FIR filters can provide an exactly linear
phase-frequency relationship (linear phase delay); the filter time delay Is constant In time regardless of the
input frequency (constant group delay). The iR filters cannot have a linear phase delay. However, 1IR filter
implementations have a much smaller phase delay than FIR filter implementations. The FIR filters are closer
to ideal than HR filters; however, FIR filters are more computationally complex (and therefore slower) than
UR filters and tend to require more hardware.

The FIR filters, iherefore, are suitable where high accuracy and linear phase are Important. The IIR filters are
suitable for applications requiring high-speed and minimal phase delay. In flight testing, where multichannel
high-accuracy data acquisition Is used, FIR filters have the most application.

Digital filters also provide tighter control of the filter transfer function than do analog filters, and they allow
Implementation of highly complex filter characteristics. Difficult matching of components frequently required
In analog filtetr Is not mquled of digital filters. Changing software coefficients Is much easier and devoid of
the reMltiea ofW component tolenMce. Digital filter features of tight control and ease of implementation make
possible a Much.bettr rejectlonaof signals in the stop band and a much smaller pasaband gain tolerance (flatter
respons) theananalog filters do. Digital filter performance is also independent of temperature, vibration, and
age. 'W's ftering Is done Oy software rather than by hardware as with analog filters.

. . _j :
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Digital filters are nonrecursive If the current output sample Is a function Of the present and of a few past
Inputs. Another name for nonrectusive filters Is finite impulse response. This type of filter has no equivalent
in analog circuitry.

5.2.2 Recursive Ailters

Digital filters are recursive If the current output sample Is a function of present and all past Input samples.
Recursive filters are also known as infinite Impulse response. Thiis type of filter Is realizable In analog circuitry.

See references 13 and 14 for an indoptii mathematical discussion of digital filters.

5.2. Switched cimictor filters

A commowanalog filter-In use Is the resdstance-capacitance (RC) filter. This filter's characteristics can be a1-
tered by d gIangg either the rtsistanc or the capacitance of the filter elements. This Is accomplished either
by ranlvlnthe fiPWe slaal coediltioning card from the system and manually replacing the elements, or by
remotely switching components by switches, relays, or analog multiplexers. Monual removal Is time consum-
Ing and disturbs the system. Rezote switching typically requires bulky components and therefore lowers the
density of circuitry required.
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But switchied capacitor filtars get around many of these ptoblems. efltroeasasa Dfieweete
changes the effetive resistanice. The ability of do~ ciwtcuto1 store charge $1 altre by OOj49tin the clock
freqneny. Incrasng the clock frequency causes a greater conductanci (lower resistnce) in the capacitor
which allows as greater charg-discarg rMe. U.is ability to vary the charg-discharg rate Is equivalent to
varying aresisto value. Thus, the filter characteristics canbe altered remotely by chaging the clock frequency,
and bu~yextra RC components are not required. A mare detailed discuassion follows.

(a) (b)(d)

Figure 5-2. Representation of a switched capacitor as a resistor.

The key to understanding aswitched capacitor filterIs to think of current flow asa function of the charge (Q)
flow, though current flow in a resiso Is controlled as a function of resistance R. With a simple resistor, as
shown in (a) of figure 5-2,

I = Vi/R()

Consider the circuit shown In (b) of figure 5-2, wheoe the charge on a capacitor C Is controlled by alternatively
charging it (by closing St and opening S2) and dischargig It (by opening S1 and closing 82). Rememnber that
current through the capacitor is a function of the rate of charge flow Q:

love= Q/T =Vj*OT (2)

where T equals the time between successive closings of S1 (beginning of each charge cycle), defined as

fjk= l IT (3)

By rearranging and substituting equations (1), (2), and (3), a resistance equivalent Is obtained In terms of
capacitance and fda:

So it can be seen that for a given C, adjusting the effective R can be accomplished by adjusting fdk.
In practice, Si and S2 Wr typically MOS switches, and an active equivalent RC filter Is used. In (c) of
figur 5-2, a simple low-paps, singie-pole, active fite Is shown, while (d) shows the same filter with Rreplaced
by tdu equivalent ,swithe-capacitor cicuL
The swltcbed-capacitor Oclt Is not a panacea, however. it possesses certain DC offset characteristics and
high-frequency-limitatloos. 'The filter Is also a sampled filter, making It subject to the same criteria as other
sampled systemls., Attention nuztt be paid to the-Nyquist frequency--In this case running the clock frequency at
least twice as fast as the frequency of the signal being filtered. The filter also introduces noise Into the filtered
oulut, whl~h limils th signal to on effective resolution of approximately 0,1 perceL Also, Introduction of
high frequency square-wove cloks to allow the fileW to operatecould Introduce nOise Into surrounding Analog

4-A
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Hiaem Dul Imptoved designsasad dank ablty to be packagd In mono1lt P~lit pualong with othe elements Of

Statistical filtering is the Interpretation of data in a diutftbutke' sw=s. for Instanc, creating a histogram
where each coham represets die pressum at a particular spacial joslton or fth number of a particular sized
particle 4detcted
'flot iis mah Interestla, measring aircraft vibration, particularly in cloarin au sairaft structurally for dif-
feret flight enfelopes. Thea. vibrations wre high In frequency,. 'Lpically, the frequencies are modulated on
an FM (frequency modulation) carrier and transmitted to tape or gWouna facilities. If a sampled system is used
to measure the frequency, samples would need to be taken at least st. twice the frequency (Nyquist theorem) of
the measured system. As discussed in seton 3.5.3, however, the system should be sampled at greater than this
frequency If proper phase and amplitude Is to he maintained. In elfthr cqe, for safety of flight monitoring, this
data must be teleinetered and analyzed to detemine frequency content. The process requires a wide bandwidth
for transmission and a computationally Intensive activity at the fccelving end. If an appropriate statistical Chler
Is Applied at the point of sampling, the data may be reduced to reporting just the frequency modes (frequencies
and amplitudes) with a considerably reduced transmissioir bandwidth redrement.

5.4 Date Comupression Fitering

The process of compressing data Is an act of filtering. The simplest form of data compression filtering Is
to examine a data paramieter And not pass it on If 1,, ivs not changed from the last time it was sent, This
form does nat reduce the oveall information conant. '11e data can be reconstructed easily with some extra
computational capability. The only drawback to ths wtehnique is In cases where data are lost as a result of
transmission dropout or Interference. If the data choac that moment to update their value, and that Information
Is dot update again, fthe significant errrs can creep Into the data being analyzed. In short, missing one value
that is seldom sent is mome significant than missing oute value that is frequently sent. For example, an aircraft
It not likely to Swing Its landing gear very often (hopcfully, &An even number of tlmes)-ceIanly less often
than the aircraft speed changes occur. Sending thec gear position updates at the same rate as the speed updates
Is a wast of bandwidith resurces.

Variations on this form of filtering Include cre.ating a window to define what constitutes a "change." For
Instance, the algorithm, might say, "send a ;-, temperature value if it has changed by mor than 0.20F since
the last time the value was sent." In this case, some Information content will probably be lost, as with most
"norma" filter implementations. But what constitutes a significant change can be defined,

&S PittAlls (Problem Areas) of Digital Filtering

Digital filtering requires much computation. Until recently, computations could only be done In non-real-time
(dtizln postflight data rduction). Inclusion of modern digital signal processors (DSPs) on aircraft data acqu-
siton $YOMua reqllessill not normally possessed by experienced Instrumentation engineers. Fortunately,
manufacturers are hiding the mathematical magic &And are requiring Implementiers to Input fth same design
criteria as fthy did for analog filter (pasaband frequency, stop band frequency, atop band anos rejection, pass-
band Saino tolerawc, anaamwpfta freiquency). The only addtion Is deciding the number of coeffilients to use,
and even hils nume may be set to a recommended! valu determned by the rest of the criteria. However,

X`%MpeceWM nal* that requre the engineer to write the digita fite deallp code.
It muit be MelWuOW that unless the measurand, Is overmamnpled sufficiently (remembering that sufficiency must
be deteMinable), it mtust be mtlallas lttere pdr~r to sampling or entry into a digita filteL
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6 DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
AL mwovacas e

lwbs are bte basic meUwde for trmnsfeing digital data: copper wire, telemetry, and optical fiber. Each
meinod has Is advantages nd disadvantages.

U.1 Copper win

This method it the simplest and oldest medium of transfer for digital data. Interfacing to transmission and
receiving equipment Is simple and srali•torward. However, it does have shortcomings. Digital tnMmission
is usually a seres of square waves. Square waves can be considered as a collection of an infinite number of
sine waves at diffett ftrequencits and amplitudes. Cables selectively tenuate higher frequencies. Because
the hNghe frequencies contbute the most to the '"harpness" of a square wave's rise and fall time, the pulses
will round off and spread (disperse). At long cable lengths, the round off becomes significant. At high pulse
rate, the rounding can cause difficulty In distinguishing closely spaced pulses.

In addition, copper-wired transmission is susceptible to Interference from electric and magnetic fields. Twisting
wires can minimize magnetic field interference, and shielding the wires can minimize electric field interference.
"Croualk," or the picking up of signals from adjacent channels, Is a frequent result of these fields.

Another problem in copper-wired transmisalons can arise If the signal return Is "ground" referenced at each
end. This is a so-called "single-ended" or "unbalanced" connection. The problem here is that each end of the
"pgound" Is at a different voltage potential because of stray ground currents flowing in the nonzero resistance
of the conduction padt between the two ground terminations. There are many sources of electric energy in an
aircraft. The more sources that are ground referenced to the same conductive medium (typically the skin or
frame of a metal aircraft), the more currents are induced. 'lbhefore, there is more voltage difference between
any two points, which can significantly cut Into the noise margin.

Finally, at longer cable lengths and higher pulse rates, transmission line effects are seen. Discontinuities, or
mismalches, in Impedances will cause reflections that can significantly distort the pulses.

6.1.2 ler optics

Fiber optic data transmisson is the most important technical development in data communication In recent
years. With it, almost all of the disadvantages of copper-wired transmission disappear. Fiber optics allows
for extremely high data rates over long distances and is virtually immune to electrical Interference, grounding
problems, sad static. It is also extremely lightweight.

These am important considerations In aircraft-especially weight and noise immunity. Fiber optics has a few
disadvantages, however. Cuuily, fiber optic transmission requires a change in energy from electrical to
optical and back. This change requires additional hardware. More Importantly, the optical fiber connections
at this stag. of development am difficult and require a special skill for use.

Connection Acmiques have become eadse, however. The use of laer diodes lessens connection losses so
connection alignments ar no as critical.
Instrumenting an aircraft ta flight test frequently requires modifications and additions to existing aircraft
wiring. A flight test program usually requitts modification of the wiring for different phases of testing. Because
onnections atte single moat difficult part of a fiber optic installation, this situation presents dificuWltes, Fiber
connection work best If tdiemre wo connections. Common practices of bulkhead disconnects In wiring can
signlhcantl y degrade an optical signal. A single optical fiber should extend from one end to the other because
splitting off signals for bus-type connections is tricky.

S•, '• '. '
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Today there is little use of optical fibers in "wiring" Instrumentation for flight teast Some organizatilos haveexpedrmnted with it, abandoning It until the technology of Interconnecting systems improves.

Optical fibers mie, however, finding use In digital flight control systems. particolady in military &Icat These

Installations don't require most of the dynamic reeonfignring that flight test instrumentation does. The advan.

taops of lighter weight, electromagnetic interference (EM!) Immunity, and high data rates win out. However,
because these systems must be monitored for flight testing, instrumentation crews are being forced to work
with optical fibers.

6.1.3 'rblemetry

Tlgemetry la the broadcasting of digital Information by way of radio frequency energy. Its use In flight testing
Is extremely Important. Telemetry provides ground-based evaluators with Instrumentation data In real time

so that safety of flight pai eters can be monitored, It also provides a reord of the test flght if the onboard
recording device Is damaged or destroyed in a crash. In an aircraft without an onboard recorder, telemetry can
provide the only record of flight data.

6,2 Transmislon Thining Choicu

6.2.1 Synchronous.

Synchronous transmission of data transmits In a regular, predictable, continuous stream. The Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) pulse-code modulation (PCM) signals are sent in this manner. The receiving
equipment locks onto PCM synchronization word patterns that are unique and not found in the rest of the data
stream. Thus, the equipment can keep track of its position In the PCM stream, There two advantages
to this technique. First, with the appropriate PCM sampling system, data are sampled at regular, predictable
Intervals and work with linear reconstruction techniques using simple computer programs. Second, standard

IRIG decommutation equipment can be used to receive and Interpret the data.

The disadvantage of this method of data transmission is that for data changing value much slower than the
sampling rate, bandwidth Is wasted. Synchronous transmission requires regular sampling of data as each data
parameter Is identifiable by Its own unique timeslot. Even If a parameter has the same value as the last time
It was sampled, It must be transmitted regardless because that timeslot has been assigned to It, Obviously, if
much of the data are static, then much redundant data are transmitted,

6.2.2 AMynthrooim

In asynchronous transmission, data are transmitted only when there is new information. The signal medium

(RF, data lines, and so on) is "dead" between transmissions. During times of high message traffic, the stream

may appear to be continuous, but some minimum dead, or "stop" time is proscribed between message words
or groups of word This technique is useful when unnecessary use of bandwidth is to be minimized.
These are two disadvantages to asynchronous transmission. First each data message must carry label and
sample time Itnfrma•Ion to fully identify a parameter or group of parameters. This, as well as the requirement
for a certain stop time, Increases the amount of time to send data, a drawback If much data require transmission.
Second, receiving equipment Is complicated because more intelligence is needed to decode the data. Each data
wow or p•cwt must have Its labe(s) examined to dterine what data it Is.

Sometimes hybrid •oches are used. With the F.15 digital electronic engine control (DEE. ) system tested

at the NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Plight Research Facility, data were sent as asynchronous 5-bit

bytes (with I staMt bit tad 2 stop bits). However, the contents, when constructed, resembled a synchronous

• , - ,,,+d.
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data res ompletewith frame synchro ers. ThIN is perhaps the simplest approach in terms of hardware
and sofwam required for dat sent ovea wike at moesoy slow data rates.
In anothe caso, asyncrotnous. data from a military standard (MULT-1553) data bus (discussed In

sec. 6.5.1) was rfomat into a synchroous, ftm ne-sync•y onlzed data seam that made use of dummy
data woads when there was dead time (ref. 16).

621 lisaeres~us

Isochronous tramnsm ion Is data transmitted based on a direc relationship to events being moaitored. For
example, In helicopter testing, it is mor significant to time data relative to the revolution rate of the rotor
blade than it Is to an arbitrary (and therefore, nonsyncbronized) time.

6.3 C Couni Fonnat Choicm

"I,31 eral S M auer

Serial transferis sending digital data one bit at a time, It takes several "bit times" (, 10, 16,32, and so on) for
a unit of diSital information (p word) to be trausfeed. This form of transfer requires the fewest connections
between a transmitting and receiving system, usually only two electrical wires or one optical fiber. Serial
transfe saves weight and, In the case of telemetry transmission of data, saves RP spectrum bandwidth. With
today's LSI components, It is nO more complex than sending data in a parallel (see sec. 6.32).

Seial data can be regarded In oneof three ways: unidirectional, half duplex, oa Wll duplex.

Unildretional transmission, as the name Implies, Is data sent In one direction only. The transmitting end
requires no Information from the receiving and. It isjust"broadcaating the data to whatever might be Ustening.
This is the mode used when endin telemetry from an aircraft to round staions or to onboard recorders.

H-alfduplex transmission sends data both ways, but only one direction at a time. The best example of this is
a two-way radio, where each station can transmit over the same frequency by takling turns. Various standard
practices are developed to know whose turn It Is to transmit. The same is true of half-duplex data transmission.
This form was very common In the early days of radio teletype, computer-teletype links, and, currentdy, shared
data bus connections like MIL-STD-1553 (sec, 6,5,1).

Pull-duplex transmission sends data both ways at the same time. A telephone connection is a good example.
BOth parties can converse sImultaneously, although with most humans this would make little sense. However, It
does relax protocol requirements. A tk can be Interrupted. In data communications, more than interruptions
can be made. Dte ca flow In both directions at the same time, and can keep each end informed of the other's
;.mprehension, (Is the receiver's buffer full? Has It detected an error?) Pull-duplex connectiona make the
most sense in point-to-point connections between computer systems. Also, they are the most convenient form
In terminal-to-Computer connections, and are the mort common form In use. In Its simplest form, another psir
of wires is added to allow Information to flow back. as with ARINC 429 discussed In section 6.5.2.2. In a more
complex forb, multiple frequencies and phases over the same pair of wires are used. Appropriate filtering at
each end separ•te each ftequency Into the appropriate Interpretation of dIgital data. This how telephone
&ull-d4plex MODEM's function.

6,3.2 Parale trazfer

Parallel data transer is the fastest way to transfer digital data. An entire digital entity, or word (for example,
8, 10, 16, 32 bits), is sent at one time. If several words are required to make up a message, then this type of
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ranfris calleid word aerial u only ne word Is sea at a time. Thoretically, a paalleltranafe can be ntmes
fiaw tban a bit gial tranfe whtm is Ow mnmu erof • t blta wortd.

Paallel afWer is diacuused only in relation to wired connections. A paalel transfer in telemetry would
equnm umetromely wide bandwidth. or ane of frquencie, and an enormous amount of transmitting and

receiving equipment to efft a parallel signal path.

Tm is a lack of standards In parallel coonectionL Printer pots use a "Centronics" standard (unidirectional),
and many computer backplanes are using bus standards (VME, MULTIBUS, G-64, and so forth),

In summary, parallel connections offer the fastet, least protocol-complex data transfer while adding intercon.
nectdo c=oWxty (mors wires) and weight to Ue solution.

6.4 Data Formab

64.1 Timing and synchronization

The most common method of data formatting in flight test Is PCM. Data arm sampled and sent In a bit serial
fashion on a regular, predictable, timed cycle. To decode the Information, synchronization words are sent to
mark the beginning of a group, or frame, of Information.

The location of a word relative to the synchronlzaon words determines the significance, or label, of that word
as opposed to each word having a label attached. This technique Is simple to encode and makes efficient use of
bandwidth, wasting only those words required for synchronization. However, It Is difficult to decode without
using commercial decoding equipment, and requires data to always be sent. [he data are sent even If the
Information has not changed from the las transmission, resulting in wuatd bandwidth.

The PCM trMamision following 0IG tandards i a unidirectional transfer. If the reiving station detects
questionable data, it has the option of keeping it or ignoring it. It cannot direct the transmitter to retransmit It.
Because th detection of error is in the form of recognizing the synchronization words at the proper time, if It
doesn't see what It expects, then it must assume that thde entire last frame of Information is suspect (see ref, 1),

6.2 Error dtection and correction

6.42.1A Party blt

The simplest form of error detection is the parity bit. The transmitting device computes a parity bit for each data
word seat and combines the bit with the data word to form a transmitted word. The receiving device receives
this word; peor Its own computation of what the parity bit should be; compares It to the transmitted parity
bit; an4 If different, shows that an aror has occurred.

The calculation Is a simple one, The wod being binary, consists of l's and O's. Count the number of I's that
occur In the word (bit posltion is not Important), and see if there are an odd or even number of I's. If the system
Is designed to use "odd parity," then the total number of l's in the transmitted word (including the parity bit)
must be an odd number. The patity bit is then set to either 1 or 0 accordingly. An "even parity" system adjusts
the parity bit so that an even number of l's are transmitted, Elther way, this system will only deect an odd
number of errors. An even number of errors will cancel each other out and the error will go undetected. Note
also that there is no way of determining where the error Is In the word, only that an odd number has occurred.

aemoe, this is an aemr detection, but not an error correction, scheme.

.4
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6.4.2. Erro CWretidon code

Ratm correction codes =10's are clew mathematical sechfiques. fatrno only determining that amor have
occurred, but also for learning in Which bits they have occurred. Because Uhs is bin"r data knowing that a
p artclaritis-n n erir Iers that the opposite logic level Istise correct" athuis the a cnx be corrected.
A simple, effective way of daifg this Is to retransmit asword several times and then comnpare them, throwing
out tie words that doset match the majority. Thbis. however, Is extremely wastfu of bandwidth and Isn't as
effective U ICC's The ICC's typically add only 25 to 45 percent to the bandwidth, while providing better
cbeke, than mqjodty voting.
The ICC's are used extensively in deep space probes. Much of the information being aent Is Imiaging, so
every bit is important. This is a prime example of where It would be impractical to request that the information
be retrastowld beowa of as war detection T[he request time delay Is too great became of the distances
Involved. So Instead of retrinasmsslan request on erro, ICC is used. '[be ICC requires a bandwidth increase
(s"n"n data faster), unless It Is acceptable to decrease the overall update rate. Ibis is a result of increased
overhead in die form of more bits (the ECC bits) requiring transmission.
In Digi testing, DBCC Is less Important. The rapid repeat rate of the data cycle makes it easier to accept an

* ~~~occulonal lotut rme However~, these technques will see Increased usage In Si1ght test as onboard processing In
date acquisition systems becomes more comon.L Therefore. it is good to be famIliar with the basic mechanism.
An example of a popular ICC technique is the Hamming code. D~ata are encoded so that a decode matrix,
called a pulty-check matrix., is used to extract it, If mbits are actual information, then is Is the total number
of bits that must be sent. 7bus, ms and a are related by the formula

where k is the number of rows in the parity-check matrix, and

'Mw best way to describe this code Is by example. If k a 2, then the parity-check matrix H Is a k row, ni
column (k x r2 x3lin this case) matrix with ts=1.n a3. So 3- I = 2extra bits sent for each actual
Information bit. Thils is termed a sngle-error-correctlng rate of R= m/n = 1/3, or I out of every 3 bits sent

is Information.

seat Improves. But the patity-check matrix (decode matrix) increases ropidly.
In as extension to the Hamming code, If an overall parity check Is added to the H matrix (another row and
cWOlun, not only an all dsinle war cmorrected, but all double error are detected as well.
hi At tr l aonerror wre -or likely to occur In clusters, or bursts, because of lightning stati, or an
aircraft rolling Its antenna sway from the receiving station. The Hamming and extended Hamming codes just
described would not be very effective in this situation unless each encoded word was very long. One way of

* makuwkg4ta word look very long In to interleave fte words. That is, collect a sequence of words and rearane
them to eNod all the first bits consecutively, fthe all the scond biti, and so forth. Thistoa the effect of spreading
WOrdS over aloNg time. On reception, reorder the bits back to "normal" and then docode them. Any burst of
eror Is tus scattered tbrough difeent code words and stands a beftte chance ot correction because each word
will baey fewe ams aW may be within the error-correction limit. lb the author's knowledge, this technique

Sea retureas 17 l at mome detiled discussion of Hamming codes.
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6.4C.3 Cyclic redundancy code

Cyclic redundancy code (CRC) is a common technique for detecting errors in data. It finds its best application
in detacting burst mode errots like interference in a radio transmisslon, The CRC is a "group code" tech-
nilque. An entire group (or frame, packet, orNblock) of information has a CRC code attached,that Indicates the
validity of that group.' Ths Informaf9n can be used toeither accept or Ignore the group, or request that the
group be ;tn•sat_. Dis rPdrvess oup ptocols like synchronous data link control (SDLC) commonly

W.. _Data packet;format
Dat ate usually orpabzd Into groupsEvea systems that allow data to be sent with attached labels (theoreti-

cally allowing data to be sent In any order or time) tend to have preestablished orders for sending data. It takes
more~intelligenoe for the transmitting system to dynamically select what to transmit than It does to instruct It
to send a prearranged group of data.

Grouping of data has some advantages. It allows group coding such as CRC to be used, and it simplifies the
decoding of Information by preknowledgb of the content and order of a particular group. It also can save
bandwidthi as individual labels are not required. Arranging data in a group means that a group retransmission
request (based on a bad CRC check, for example) can Identify a group to be retransmitted.

The disadvantage of data grouping is the lack of flexibility in determining what makes the most sense to send
based on what information has changed. It is like waiting for a stop light when there is no car in the green light
lane. Data that needs to transmit may have to wait for data that doesn't need to transmit.

6.5 Standard Avionics Data Buses

Understanding the concept of a data bus is extremely important. Most modem aircraft are designed to include
at least one data bus. This section Introduces the concept of a data bus, describes the most commonly used
aircraft data buses, provides details about their design purpose and operation, and gives examples of actual
aircraft data but installations.

The term "bus" refers to a common data path for information coming from different sources going to different
destinations. This data path may be a group of electrical lines that pass signals back and forth In parallel with
each other (parallel buses are common in computer backplanes), or the carder may be one electrical or optical
line that passes information In serial (bit by bit), Data may be time multiplexed (share the same line or lines
during differnt time periods), or It may be modulated on different frequencies and sent concurrently. 'lme-
multiplexing information Is called baseband, and modulating concurrently is called broadband. Baseband
techniques usually require less encoding-decoding circuitry than broadband techniques and are therefore more
prevalent aboard arcmft Broadband Is not covered in this volume.

UThe prime driver for busing equipment Is cost savings. Designing pieces of equipment to fulfill a specific
requirement without regard to other possible needs leads to multiple design efforts that cover the same ter-
ritory and may be incompatible. If standards are established for Interfacing equipment, then effort spent on
designing an interface can be considerably reduced, thus saving cost. 'ITerefore, define the standard in broad
enough terms to cover the foreseen Wtsks. At the same time, be specific enough to prevent ambiguity and
1iwtiiatioipty In different implementations designed to the same standard.

6J.1 M1 14,D•I553/177

Avionics integration, or sharing information between different airborne electronic subsystems, has fast become
a necessity to meet aircraft mission requirements. This equipment idcludes navigation systems, computers,

S,
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pod-mounted sensorn, weapons guidance, radr, flight control systems, displays, and-avionics test equipment.
To economically meet the requirements, the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) formed a committee
(A21) in 1968 to establish basic requiroet far a serial data bus. ThU sOal was to (1) reduce systemscost,
(2) Increase reliability, and (3) Increase the availability of systems. Various data bus schemes were designed
In the late 1960's and early 1970's. In 1973, lessons learned by the A2K committee from these bus implemen-
tations and frtltr study resulted in MIL-STD-1553. This standard, and wider recognition of the need, led
to more study, and in 1975 the MIL-STD-1553A revision was released. The current revision was released in
1978 as MIL-STD-1553B (ref. 18).

Mil-STD-1553 estAblishes Information transfer formats, protocol, and electrical characteristics for avionles
data transfer. It is part standard and part specification. The standard portion deals with the information transfer
while the specification portion concerns electrical characteristics of the bus. Line ,npedance and voltage, sig-
nal coding technique, modulation, channeling method, and Isolation are Included In the specification (ref. 19).

6.541.1 TrUMInal typee

Them are three types of equipment attached to a 1553 data bus:, a system controller (or bus controller (BC)),

a remote termila (RIC), and a bus monitor (BM).

A RC controls the use of the bus (don't speak until spoken to). It initiates information transfers on the data
bus. Thr is only one system controller active on the bus.

An RT is a bus device that responds to specific bus addresses and commands from the system controller. This
is the most prevalent terminal type, as many typically exist on a 1553 data bus.

A BM listens on the bus and extracts Information but does not inject any Information onto the bus. It is used for
instrumentation, or as stated in the standard, for information to be used at a later time. Instrumentation for flight
test purposes does not want to distu-b the bus or change its normal operating conditions. It also wants to obtain
information about messages sent to I~Rs on the bus, each of which is responsible for rerponding to the BC.
Two devices cannot respond at the same time, so one of the receiving devices (the monitor) remains passive.

Figure 6-1 is a diagram of an P-16 aircraft bus network. Note that each subsystem Is attached to two bus lines.
This is a dual redundant configuration. The data are passed on one line unless problems are encountered, then
communication Is attempted on the other (backup) line. Exactly what action Is taken when error conditions

are met Is system dependent and not usually covered In MIL-STD-1553.

_ re **"*I ea 1 I 1Ids-up
P"Computer diceedisplay unit

Dedata bus
Mtore O Central adr. Target

mansgmntM ..i... Ont icatlrone- It aI " u"! I la ,1l setrs
910786

Figure 6-1. MTw F-16 avionic system architecture.

With this basic understanding of the connectivity of the bus, MIL-STD-1553 Is examined from the bottom up, 'i
starting with the hardware connections and encoding technique.

'. •r••'•• . ,••
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6.5.1.2 Dattbusc ble

Th= following Is a summary of MIL-STD-1553B cable specifications:

'Wisted pair shielded
A 30-pP capacltance/ft maximum
A 4-twistait iinimum
A 75-percent minimum coverage for shield
Characteristic impedance (Zo): 70 to 85 ohms at 1 MHz
Attenuation less than 1.5 dB/100 ft at I MHz
Each end terminated with a resistor equal to Zo 4- 2 percent
Stub requirements:

'Tlansformer coupled (long stub)
Direct coupled (short stub)

The MIL-STD-1553 bus is thus defined as a twisted pair, shielded electrical cable coupled to terminal devices
(sources and destinations of signals) by stubs. Figure 6-2 shows the two types of legal connections to the
data bus: direct coupled and transformer coupled. Note that in both cases the terminal Is Isolated from the
bus by at least one transformer. The term "direct coupled" refers to the coupling of the stub to the bus. If
the distance to the terminal transceiver is less than 1 ft. then direct coupling Is acceptable. The author found
that some 1553 bus systems have operated with direct-coupled stubs considerably longer than I ft. But when
troubleshooting a bus system, the first suspect areas are those that do not adhere to the specification. Therefore,
to avoid problems, adhere to the specification from the beginning.

Direct Coupled Transformer coupled

zo t I I iI z aI _ 1% I l ~

__ __R I 0.75ZO.:5lft 'VV J- _-I lj.• I_

JUL.

Terminal T1118

Figure 6-2. Connections to the MIL-STD-1553 data bus.
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6.5.1.3 Terminal charucteristic

Tables 6-1 and6-2 summarize data bus temlnalouWpt and data bus teminal input characteristlcs.

Table 6-1. MIL-STD-1553 trina output characteditics.

Descripton Transfbrrn coupled Direct coupled

Load 70 ohms, 1 2 percent 35 ohms, 2 percent

Levels 18 to 27 V peak to peak 6 to 9 V peakto peak
Maximum zero crossover distortion ± 25 us peak to peak :: 25 na peak to peak

A 10 to 90 percent risefall tine 100to 300ns 100 to 300 ns

Overshoot-ringing + 900 mVp - 300 mVp

Noise 14 mV rms 5 mV rms

Symmetry 250 mVp 90 mVp

Table 6-2. MIL-STD-1553 terminal input characteristics.

Transformer coupled Direct coupled

Description Square to sine wave, 1 MHz

signal
Zero crossover distortion (ZCD) 150 w 150 ns peak to peak
Response amplitude 0.86 to 14.0 V peak to peak 1.2 to 20.0 V peak to peak
No response amrlitude 0 to 0.2 V peak to peak 0 to 0.28 V peak to peak

Common mode rejection DC to 2 MHz ± l0Vp ± 10 Vp

Impedance 75 KHz to 1 MHz 1000 ohm 2000 ohm

Noise rejection I X 10-7 1 X 10-7

6.5.1.4 Drta bus operation

Data bus operation Is baseband. Only one message exists on the bus at a time.

Data bus operation is asynchronous. Words have no regular, predictable relationship to each other and mes-
sages are not required to occur at specific, regular, predictable Intervals. Most bus traffic will be regular, how-
ever, because of a specific implementation's regular cycling of data--but this is not required in the standard.
The bus will be quieswent (Inactive) unless the BC has initiated activity.

All bus transactions are command-response. The BC sends a command, and the RT addressed will respond
with (at least) a status word

Messages are sent half duplex. Terminals will either be receiving information-status or sending information-
status, but not both simultaneously.
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6.1.I0 Word types

Figure 6-3 charts the tirwetypes of 1553 word formats. The camumad word always comes from the BC and
initiates the bus activity. The RT addressed by the command word always responds with a status word. The
status word Is the first word returned from the RT addresed by the command word. Status words only come
from RT's. Dat words can come fuom either BC's or RT's. They are the "meat" of the message. Each data
word includes, 16bits of da As the meaning of this data Is not proscribed by ML,-STD-1553. It is up to the
software in the receiving terminal to Interpret IL

B it.imes 1 121 34150Is 7 5 e '101112113146lil617181920

1.5 p5-• .•,

Command word - 1 5 5 1
SYNC RT add.r.s TIR Subaddremal DAM word p

mods count/mods
code

Date word II iASB 16 LSB 1
ISYNC Date P

"Sttsword 5B• '1 Jil 1 111111'I $ '11' t
C RTaddmrss Reserve A

65s1Age error Fi...e Wt
Istutiu'entellon. . . .
Service request
BroadcUt commalnd recelved
Busy
Subsystem flag
Dynamic xis~ control acceptance,
Terminal flag,.

Figure 6--3. Word formats for MIL-STD- 1553,

6J5.1.6 Word formats

All words passed over the twisted pair 1553 bus cable are sent encoded as Manchester II biphase-level
(UI0-L) (fig. 6-4(a)). A logic "0" is a negative-to-posItive transition In the middle of a bit time (shown In
the figure as the trailing edge of the I Mlz bit clock). A logic "l" Is a positive-to-negative transition in the
middle uf a bit time. This type of code is self-clocking, meaning that a separate clock line Is not required for
the receiving terminal to decode the word. At least one transition Is ,uarantecd during each bit time-and
frequently two transitions. Figure 6-4,b) is an example of a biphase-encoded data stream. Biphase coding Is
compatible with transformer coupling and tape recording (no DC component).

? ;. ,
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(a) Manchester Il biphase. (b) Blphase-encoded data stream.

Figure 6-4. Data encoding for the Manchester 11 biphase-level.

A MIL-STD-1553 word is 20 bit-times long, where I bit-time Is 1psec (reciprocal of I MHz bit rate) (fig. 6-3).
Of these 20 bit-times, 16 ae message contents (sent most significant bit first). The rernianing 4 bit-times arc
used for word overhead, namely sync bits 'and parity. Sync bits are required because the standard is asyn-
chronous. The parity bit Is odd parity, meaning that there must be an odd number of logic l's In the last

* 17 bit-times of the word (does not Include sync bit-times), If bits 4 to 19 have an even number of l's, then the
parity bit is set to I to make an odd number of l's. Otherwise, it Is set to O.

In figure 6-3, the command word has a 5-bit field for an RT address. This allows 32 addresses. One of these
addresses, 31, Is reserved as the broadcast address, an address that all RTs should recognize (but not return a
status for). The transmit-recelve (T/R) bit is set to I if the RT Is to transmit and to 0 if the RT is to receive,
The subaddresa/mode field Is 5 bits long. Addresses 0 and 31 indicate that a mode code will follow in the
next 5 bits. That leaves 30 addresses (I to 30) for subaddresses. If the subaddress/mode field is I to 30, then
the next 5-bit field of the command word indicates the number of data words expected to be in the message.
If the subaddrenss/mode field is 0 or 31, then these 5 bits are a mode code. A mode command Is a diagnostic
or hardware override command, It allows actionm like changing the bus controller, initiating self-tests, and
override transmitter shutdown, A complete list Is found in MIL-STD-1553,

The status word bits 4 to 8 hold the address of the RT transmitting the status word, Bits 9 to 19 indicateii various error conditions and are set to 0 unless an error condition Is seen. Action taken by the BC on receipt
of error bits set is system dependent.

SThe sync bits take up 3 bit-times, but there is only one transition during that time, From the previous discussion
of Manchester 1 biphase encoding, this single transition Is Illegal. Remember that biphase requires at least
one transition each bit-time, This makes it easy to determine what part of a message Is a sync pattern. Note
In figure 6-3 that though there are three types of words, there are only two types of sync bits. Command
and status words have a high to low transition in the middle of the sync time, and data words have a low to
high transition.
The only way to tell whether a word is a command word or a status word Is if the Instrumentation bit is used.
7Th Instumentation bit is always I in the status word and that bit position (bit 10) Is always 0 in the command
word. Note that mandating bit 10 to be 0 in the command word reduces the subaddresses from 32 to 16 (5 bits
to 4 bits). For this reason, most installations do not use the Instrumentation bit. This Is unfortunate, because
recovery from anomolous bus conditions, as well as bus monitoring, is made more difficult.

6.5.17 Bus masage formas

F/gure 6-5 showsthe different types of but message formats. A thorough study of this chart will clarify
MIL-STD-1553 bus message transactions. Note. as stated earlier, that the bus activity always starts with a
command from the BC, and tha the first word from the addressed RT will always be a status word. If data Is

) ., . .' • ' ., ! ,?I
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sent from the BC, the data words follow the command word. Ile RT will receive the words before responding
with a status word. If the BC Is requgtlng data to be transmitted from the RT to the BC, then the data from
the RT fpliows its status word.

me 60 me Next

r ---

so T AT T AT Weld

wreN N~tI Vaed* Wor WIN
so 80 Rl l RTI " Art Im2 Next

rr -" --

"Mode oommend ua invne,
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word L. --... I
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r ---Mode oomrmnd e wordI . eln ie14o1 1wtd od # I ,* x.xnV,,,. ,ap (P.4 14)
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B0 so RT Next
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Figure 6-5. Bus message formats.

If the BC initiates a transfer from one RT to another RT, then the message is more complicated. The BC sends
two command words: the first to set one RT to receive data, and the second to set another RT to send data,
Then, the sending RT sends Its status-data stream on the bus, where the receiving Wr accepts It. When the
transfer is complete, the receiving RT sends its status word on the bus,

MODE Comxmnds set RT hardware and may or may not involve a data word.

Broadeat modes are not illustrated as they are very seldom, if ever, used. U.S. Air Force Notice 1 prohibits
the use of broadcast modes on all U.S. Air Force aircraft. The broadcast mode allows a BC to send a message
that will be received by all RT's and expects no status word. (Since all RT's receive the message, which would
respond? Only one can.) It is inadvisable for a command-response system to allow a command only bus
transaction.

An RT must keep track of messagis. It can't Just trigger on a command word. The RT has no way of differen-
tiating between a command word and a status word, unless the Instrumentation bit Is used, which is seldom.
This Is an Important consideration In bus monitors. If bus monitors are trying to pull data off the bus and
not Just record every bit transition, then they must pay particular attention not only to what are expected to
be command *ords, but lso* to the eontents of status word error codes. Then bus monitors know whether an
'expected data transfer Is going to complete.

"I " "
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6,..8 MIL4STD-1553 notes o

The 1553 standard has been revised In the form of"Notices." Notice& can bethought of u Implementation
practices desed or manAdted by certain organi.41tons. Notice 1 putb several lmitatios on the MIL4ID.
1553B standards Wh1xrss the standard permits switchlng of a bus controller (by use of a mode command),
Notice I does not. The standard defines a broadcast mode; Notice I says not to use iL The standard allows a
,slngle bus, or multiple rdun&ant buses,,the Notice specifies that all Implementations shall be dual redundant.
The!Notice alo ponts out the difforences betwnilM-STD-1553A and MIL-STD- 1553B and tightens cable

There Is a Notice 2 that further defines some timing variables Implied within the standard. Options are described
In the ar-a of status word bits, mode codes, data bus redundancy, and coupling techniques. Notice 2 is generally
observed outside the U.S. and is reflected In STANAG 3838, which is a.NATO document that Includes 1553
within It.

6.51.9 Design tips for MIL-STD-IS3.

When any standard has different versions, some level of incompatibility is introduced. This Is the case with
the two prevalent 1553 standards: MIL-STD-1553A and MIL-STD-1553B. Another version that differs from
both the A and B revisions Is found on some aircraft, notably the McDonnell Douglas F-18 airrft In flight
test Instrumentation work, where retrofitting and multiple aircraft types are Instrumented, an understanding
of the potential problems (pitfalls) In mixing different revision compliant equipment Is Important. The most
common difference Is In expected response time aftr a message is passed.

It Is extremely Important for a flight test Instrumentation engineer to understand the limitations of the
MIL-STD-1553 data bus. There are classes of signals that are considered Inappropriate for 1553 commu-
nications. These are:

1. High signal bandwidth data (single signals above 400 Hz) like FM and video.

2. Signals used to control startup of the system prior to Initialization of the 1553 system.

3. Backup signals that are required for safety of flight If complete 1553 system failure occurs.

The most Important of these classes from a flight test instrumentation (Fri) engineer's standpoint is high signal
bandwidth data. In flight research work, highly regular, high-data-rate requirements do not work well when
passed through a 1553 bus.

Many flight test activities Involve development of avionics systems. In these tests, It Is Important to analyze
all of the bus activity, Including the timing and message gaps. This generally cannot be done in real time, so
a requirement for recording the bus traffic Is generated. Unfortunately, the protocol used effectively to pass
messages on the bus presents difficulties in data analysis. Remember that the analyst may be interested In more
than the contents of the data packets. A way must be found to encode the bus timing Information as well as the
data. A further complication Is that the 1 -Mblt/sec 1553 data rate Is too fast for most conventional recording
mechanisms. Also, as many as six separate 1553 data buses must be recorded. A variety of recording tech-
niques have been developed, The most common technique Is called track splitting. A single stream coming In
from a 1553 bas Is split across several tracks, allowing the bit rate of each tape channel to be reduced. However,
this technique requires several decommutators to reconstruct the original dam flow from one data bus, and if
one tape track has problems, It affects the who!'s message. Use of new wideband tape recorders allow a single
1553 bus data flow to be recorded on one tape track. lb facilitate data extraction from the tape, It is a common
practice to synchronize the data before It is recorded. This Is accomplished by creating a data stream that has
no "nactive" time and includes synchronization words. In some systems, timing checks are done on the bus
and illegal separations or other bus errors cause euror words to be set and recorded on tape along with the data,

e3
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During bus inactive times, dummy words are recorded. The advantage is that sntandurd HU10 decommutators
can be used to extract the Information. Even though 1110 PCM forinaft are used, computer analysis must be
done to determne what dat use tMr (at pU*ticuK parameter cannot be Identified by Its position In the ftaws).
flU 1553 conmAMad must be -examinedto am what the contents of the 1553 Arame; represent,
,If the data bus Is sufficiently unloaded (few messages'sent comupared to the total amount of time available),
than isiq n t fisn, 1first out MM~') butter can allow the use of lower tape recoring sapees. During full
bandwidth acilvity, the FIFO is filled. The FM0 empt ieat a lower speed onto the tape. As long as the FIFO
d~is hot. o~erfiow, fth tae wAil fto~ve a steady siram of data. If the FIPO empties, then dummy words are
put on the tae to fill out the time. In more sophisticated versions, time'tagging and parameter identification

U4.10 MIL-STD-1773 and STANAG

The MEL-STD- 1773 can be thought; of as an optical version of MEL-STD-1553. Message handling is based on
the same standards, but optical Instead of electrical transmission is used.
As demand for data transmission In excess of I Mblt/sec Increases. other data bus techniques are being looked
Into. Thbe STANAG 3910 describes the characteristics and requirements of a high-speed data bus with op-
tiobs forthe transmission medium and controlling mechanism, For example, an implementation of STANAG
3910 might Include a high-speed optical bus for high-speed data transmission as well as a conventional 1553
1 -MbIt/sec data bus (STANAG 3838) for control of the -high-speed bus data transmissions. Mme high-speed
bus, ruanning it 20-M1t/sec with 4096 16-bit words/data packet is controlled by the 1-Mblt/sec conventional
1553 bus. Tis& hybrid approach Iowran the risk of adopting a completely new control protocol over the high-
speed bus. Figure 6-6 shows part of the scheme. The high-speed bus can be thought of as an add-on "dumb"
bus. The low-speed 3838 bus handles the conventional data transactions and controls data transfers on the
high-speed bus. This kind of bus architecture Is planned for use in the European fighter aircraft (EPA).

stanag Stansg Stmnag Stanag
3aug 3910 3W3 3910
BC BC L RFT RT

I High-speed
bus (MG)

I - ____Low-apeed

bus (LS)

Figure 6-6. Hybrid high-speed/low-speed bus.

6.5.2 ARINC 419/429/629

Ae~onu~tic~ai Raimo, Inc. (ARINC), Annapolis, MarylandI, publishes the ARINC specifications for uxe on civil
aircaft. There arm many ARINC specifications addressing all areas of Information transfer between both analog
and digital avionic devices.

6J.5.2 ARINC 419

The ARINC Specification 419, "Digital Data System Compendium." Is a catalog of several digital data buag-

mission systems used In the early days of digital avionics. 'f1M ARINC 419 Is a non-self-clocking signal of



rNRZ fmat TIemfteIt requir a clock JIM and synchronzation line., as we s h pIln s. b
AWNC419 Is *plats. but scaz oQdW equipmenmt Is Still used in flight test workd'h

Thw ARUNC SOecfication 429, "Malk 33 Dig0tal Information ITassfr System (DITS)" adidresses the need
fo1 a getaalli applicable dWWlgftu fomation transfer system having capabilities not provided for In ARINC
419. TIM -001Nelicsd d&IN ftoi the expeience gained from Wprepain dhe ARINC 419 specification, but
Is distinct from It. It was firs adopted by the Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee In 1977 and has
undazqpn at I Aleatmin rvislons (te 20).
The ARINC SpecIficatiod 429 describes a serial. digital data exchange between a transmitter and one or more
ttcelveis. lbw dala transfe is ualdilintonal and open loop, meaning that no Intrinsic receiver acknowledge Is
reqidred by the transtmIttIng; device. This unidirectional point-to-point transfer makes ARINC 429 not really
a "bus' In da accepted sense of the word (see sec. 6.5), but is nevertheless refeted to as the 'ARINC 429
data bus."
Data are transmitted from a designated output port over a sinigle twiste and shielded pair of 20- to 26-gauge
wire to a receiver or gmop of receivers (unidirectional). Bidirectional data flow Is not permitted on a given
pair. The signal is trilevel. A logic "1," or "H1," Is transmitted as +10 V for the flrst half bit-time and a
logic "10," air "iU," Is transmItted as - 10 V for the fiMt half bit-time. 7he second half bit-time In all cases
Is 0 V, or "nul." 'Ibis coding Is calle return-to-zero (RZ) bipolar modulation and Is very easy to decode
from oscilloscope traces. Sae figure 6-4 for a coding example and figure 6-8 for transmitter-receiver voltage
tolerances.

oft nun"Ier 1 2 :2:4:5:6 '170 s a I o 9a011 1
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flgzn 6-7. Bipolar RZ coding.
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lt meda dao wre Vwpe gd Iato 32-bit woirds, Includifig an odd parity Wit an S-bitlabe, and tip to 21 bits
of data. as well as miscellaneous bits.: Some bit positions may no be timad and'sh"adU bfilled' with loglc
"0.- Each word Is followed by at least 4 bit-time nulls (0 V). Words are transmitted usynchronously; that
Is, thee is no specified timing relationship between ARINC 429 words other than reuirirng the minimumn
4 bit-time separation, Synchronization Is achieved by sensing the transition of each word's first bit. In RZ
cod0ng&therewil always be two Upodnalousibt time.Words can be space us far-apart as Implementation'I updte rat. ~.qura. with pedo4I of dadtimn on the bus. Any status, acknowledgment, or comomand-response

reurdby th tnqlttng deYkeuil receiver must be returned on a separate ARINC 429 data but as

Labels are usually expressed in octal form, The meaning of each label Wn fth scaling of the corresponding data
m*oopeo ely speclifcd by ARINC42,9. Itis unlike NUL-ST I553 which doesnsotspeclfy contents ofmelt-

sae. oaly the physica wlrft link a&W message transport protocol.,One conhsnig aspect of the ARINC 429
spel~ct~o~lsthttbre r~ quniymany definitions for the same labl. There are differen types of Wvonic

equipment (navigation. airdata sd so forth), each requiring Its own set of information. Each type of Informa-
tion IsI passed on a different busl. So different Information using the same labels does not appear on the same
bus, unless part of the data field Is used to provide an equipment Identifier. Th1s different label definitions are
defiWe under different AMIC, characteristic numbers such as ARINC 575 for airdata parameters and ARINC
704 for Inertial data.

lit data fild of the ARINC 429 word can be a group of discretes, a collection of binary-coded decimal (BCD)

haeafixed range and use fractional representation. (fth largest number represented Is one least significant
bit (LSB) less than the number one.) Figure 6-9(d) shows an example of the binary format. Note that the
number of bits In a word affects only the resolution of the data, not the range, which Is fixed by ARINC 429
specification for each parameter, Figure 6-9 shows examples of some ARINC word formats. The order of
the label bit field ls~roversed ftom the order of the data bits, This reversal is confusing for decoders of raw
MRINC 429 data

sent
first

AMINO h51 U? U$ alllllllllllooOo OSI410312101
blinumbee

I le a m IS D6M L55 =1 INI "Lbl M

(a) Osterillcad binaly (EIN) word Wton

IP IM S m O Ion WDi W ts LUD I0 W LU Label MI
(b) Genvemlls cOW woM forast (I digots)

IN RA Mhor dots 9011 LUO Labe MS
(o) Oewervllaed dlmcofts woNd forma

PP am 111Mm oflas L W I S I= Label MOBI

am": 00;4) Label . Mioctal
LeeU6 is dso"ed by AMW'O 4Mc a's WSvoelocty spocifying Its renge to be 1 4096 knots.
UsiuOW tibw" numnbers, tIM x 4090 a s12 knots. cireadon is neothe Won sigIs positive.

aParity bit (odd) DOWn IN)wr ene uil

Figur 6-9. The ARINC 429 binary, BCD, and discrete word formats.
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,'bIC 6-3 shows the meaning of do SSM fields. There ae conventions for the directional seosw of parameters.
lbs AR dNC bit 29 is the sip bit of the two's complement numba. In tha sense, it is coventlonal In computer
nomclature to caU it tho MSB of the ,un f, and notbit 28.u IthARJNC specficat• refutolL Note, from
(a) in the table that a "west" direction sense is equivalent to t "minus" number. Thus, the two's complement
binary representation of 1170 west longitude would be -117. When BCD or discrete data is represented, bits
30 and 31 am used for staw but bit 29 is not used for a sip (table 6-3(b)).
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lTb source-destin•tion indicator (SDI) field Is used to Identify what devices information Is coming from or
ging to. 'Thi is generally used to differentiate between like parameters with the same label. If an avionics
system has three Inertial reference units attached to the same control panel, receipt of the appropriate SDI cide
by the I]RU's from the control panel assures It that the controlling Information Is for that IRU. So, a navigation
computer receiving information from the three IRU's can tell which unit sent which information by examining
the SDI field of the parameter. Table 6-4 illustrates the typical definition of the SDI field.

Table 6-4. Source-destination indicator (SDI).

Bit Installation
10 09 (source or destination number)

0 0 4, all call, or not used
0 1 1
1 0 2
1 1 3

In some cases, the SDI bits are not used, and that field is an extension of the data field where more precision
is required. Using this technique, up to 21 bit numbers can be represented In ore ARINC 429 word (20 bits
plus sign).
Although each ARINC word Is defined In the specification, there Is nothing to prevent a departure from the
specification to define labels and data contents for custom applications. The ARINC 429 physical and data
link layers (wiring and mesa protocol) of the specification could still remain intact. This is sometimes doneIn flight test. The X-29 nitra/t flight control system uses a triple redundant ARINC 4'29 bus that does not
conform to specification definitions of labels and data contents.

Although the ARINC 429 word is 32 bits, it does not conveniently break down into byte size or 16-bit groupings
in the order that the ARINC bits are sent. Some ARINC transceiver circuits regroup the bits in a more computer.logical sequence (fig. 6-10 and ref. 21), Note that the data bits are contiguous and most significant justified
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Figure 6-10, Example of ARINC 429 bus interface bit regrouping (Harris HS3282).

Two data raue are specified in ARINC 429: 100 kbltlsec and 12 to 14.5 kbitlsec. These rates are called
high-speed and low-speed operation, respectively. It is more accurat to express these, rates as 83- to 70-pusec
bit-times and 10-puec bit-times, respectively, because the bit stream is not continuous. Thbese rates are one andi
two orders of magnitude less than MIL-MT-1553 data rates. Civil avionics data do not typically require high-
sampling rates. Its flexibility and performance priorities wre different than the military requirements leading to
the formation of MIL-STD-1553. 7be highest transmitting rate/label specified by ARINC 4291is64 times/sec.
A few calculations show that it is impossible to send a data stream consisting of all 256 possible labels, each
at 64 samples/sec. Usually, only a subset of labels is sent at mixed sampling rate (64, 32. 16/sec),
At 12.5 kblt/sec, many flight teat organizations have designed receivers that use generic 8-bit microprocessors
to software decode the ARINC 429 signal. Examples are given in reference 8. At 100 kbit/scc, it is preferable,
though somewhat expensive, to use available special-purpose ARINC transceiver integrated circuits or hybrids
for this "front end" task.

The impedance of an ARINC 429 transmiltter is approximately 75 ohms, not considered critical. There is no
specific length specification. The receivers exhibit Ž 12000 ohms resistance. No more than 20 receivers should
be connected to one transmitter. Shield grounding should be done at both ends of a cable run. Figure 6-11 is
a diagram of input-output circuit standards.

. .... ...
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Figure 6-11. The ARINC 429 Input-output circuit standards.

6.5.L.3 ARINC 629 (DATAC)

1Ue DATAC bus, developed at Boeing (Seattle, Washington), is a general-purpose data bus clocked at 1 AUz
It utilizes twisted pair, unshielded wire. Subsystems interface to It by transformer coupling. The transformer
coreis woven Into the wire (one prlimary turn) nonlntrusively. so the bus wire need not be broken to attach a
new device (fig. 6-12). The bus uses current mode transfer, and can be either synchronous or asynchronous.

91010

Figure 6-12. The ARINC 629 (DATAC) bus coupling.

The NASA Langley Research Center Is using this bus on a Boeing 737 project to pass Information on naviga-
tion, flight control, display, and data subsystems. The bus Is used synchronously (mode C) to make predictable
time huams for passing data. All subsystems are'"master" In that each send data to the bus withut arbitration.
The clock master sends a signal on the bus to start a frame. The other subsystems are preset to look for a spec-
ified "us quiet" (bus Inactivity) before sending their data. Each has a different length of time to wait. lbes,
each will Insert data in the order of increasing bus quiet. The subsystems are not allowed to send data more
than once/frame. 'The amount of data sent by each terminal may vary (it is fixed on the 737 system) provided
it will fit In the frame time (with the other terminals' data). Since the frame rate is constant (it's controlled by
the PCM encoder), the overall data are delivered synchronously (regularly). The PCM system oversamples (at
five times the rate of the DATAC frame) to aflow it to fit Into the DATAC frame. The DAS Is a DATAC bus
monitor that sees all of the data on the bus, but only passes along the data which was specified as desirable.
The PCM encoder rate used on this project It111.5 Kword/sec.

J11
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Figure 6-13. 11e DATAC frame encoding.

With the PCM encoder sampling at five times the DATAC bus frame, PCM frames 2 to 5 are not used. This
may seem a waste. But if taken to the limit, with the PCM encoder sampling infinite times each DATAC bus
frame, simultaneous sampling is achieved. Or no time skew occurs between the first data sampled and the
last. Five times is not infinite, but the time skew is five times better than data sampling spread across an entire
DATAC bus frame.

In figure 6-13, the PCM sampling accounts for only 1/5 of the DATAC frame time. The second 2/5's is
reserved for DATAC samples, with the remaining 2/5's reserved for DATAC engineering unit values. The
engineering unit information is delayed by one DATAC frame to allow the system time to calculate from the
DATAc samples.

The DATAC bus provides an easy way to read information from flight control, navigation, pilot display, and
data acquisition (PCM encoder) systems, while eliminating synchronization problems encountered with other
bus techniques.

The data acquisition subsystem (PCM) terminal provides the master clock. If this clock fails, a bus monitor
subsystem provides the clock. If that subsystem fails, the bus reverts to mode A (which means asynchronous),
where each subsystem provides its own clock. Even in this mode, no bus crash is possible because of the bus
quiet check. The bus would still continue to function, but some element of synchronism would be lost because
of drift between clocks.

Boeing Commercial plans to use the DATAC bus for their standard bus architecture.

6.53 H009

The H009 is a forerunner of the MIL-STD-1553 data bus used on the F-15 aircraft. LUke the 1553 data bus,
it has a 1-MbIt/soc data rate. Unlike the 1553 data bus, the H009 has a bit clock line as well as the data line.
These two lines are phase related. A logic I Is Interpreted when the bit clock line and the data line are in phase
and a 0 occurs when they are out of phase (fig. 6-14). Tight tolerances on skew make this a difficult bus to
interface to.

Bit clock

1 0

Figure 6-14. The H009 bus waveform.
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66 Gineral-Purpose Data Buss

"6.1 ILS232/42V423I449

These "standd (there is very little standard in the use of these data links) have been around for many
years. The R9-232 was developed primarily td define a link between data terminal equipment (DME) and data
communication equipment (DCE). A DTE is a device, like a computer or video display terminal (VDT). A
DCE is usually a modem (ref. 22). Figure 6-15 shows a basic data communications hookup, with the standard
names for the components.

Date ~~~~Data Tlmmnedw W
to"orruklm nalwark 0mmuidesuons mrlat

M UOP U P equipnt "1 uipment F U F U M•.Met7qupmugtO OcE IC O, T,
Video display Moder modes Computer~tm~nlri

*1W403

Figure 6-15. Basic data communications system,

Because the data transmission uses a very simple asynchronous serial technique, large-scale Integration (LSI)
components were developed early. Many liberties have been taken in using It for purposes other than its
original intention. Everything from voltage levels and connector genders to code contents have been altered
to pass data from one device to another. Also in figure 6-15, note that the Hines connecting DTE to DCE
devices have boxes labelled "M" and "F." These boxes show the gender of the connector as specified In the
standard. In the standard, DTE devices are to be equipped with male connectors (M) and DCE devices should
have female connectors (F). This standard Is generally followed for DCE devices like modems, but is often
disregarded for DTE devices where both male and female connectors are found. This has caused unending
confusion. As all signal lines are point to point, and signals flow only in one direction, the connector pins
tMundmWg from the DCH must be receivad by the DTE, and conversely. So the signal direction definitions
are tied to the connector sender. If this standard were followed, it would be obvious how to connect equipment
together: female connectors connect to male connectors. The standard is often disregarded or not understood.
Threfom a careful look at the electrical definition of each device's pin Is necessary to ensure compatibility.
Figure 6-16 shows the voltage levels specified in RS-232 transmissions. Note that typical voltages expected
are +12 V ad -12 V, TheI:i 25 V in the figure represents the maximum unloaded source voltage range. Often,
particularly In battery-operated applications, voltages of 1: 9 V are used. Many times the input thresholds do
not strictly match the RS-232 standard ranges, and an input expecting 12 V will not recognize a 9-V input.
Problems are avoided ifcommercial integrated circuits designed specifically for RS-232-C interfacing are used.

..+25 V
I a MARK. aV O/spOW

O, " uSPACEu.V a +3_V
Control sgnl On a ÷V"'"'"" .3Va
Control sWOna O nf a -V O-5mar V

$I01004•

Figure 6-16. The RS-232-C voltage levels.

SThe P-232-C standard does not address the type of data encoding that takes place. It specifies pin numbers
. jand gendersF signal volte levels. and communication channel handshakvng, but not coding of data. Tbe
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ANSI X3.16 (ref. 23) defines a bit-sequential, or serial-by-bit, transport mechanism for exchanging data. This

transport mechanism (use of start bits, stop bits, parity) can be used to pass any binary data. The ASCIr

(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) code is the most common data code found on RS-232-C

lines. This 7-bit code, agreed on by both the CCITT and ISO international organizations, can be found in

reference 24. The 8-bit versions are becoming more popular, and variations allow for international character

setA (fig. 6-17). This code is designed to send alpha-numeric characters that are commonly found in text files.
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Figure o 6-7 xmlsooi-eunilACI
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The igur shosfomatsfogr e trasmitin datapblwa of bit-sequential ASCIIcd. Tefrasbgnwt

a "start" bit, which is a 1 bit-time "space." The next 7 or 8 bits contain data, least significant bit (LSB) first,

followed by a "parity" bit, if d~esired. The parity bit is a quality-of-data check based on the number of l's in
the data field. If an odd parity is desired, then the parity bit is set to I provided the number of l's in the data

field is even. (This makes the total number of l's in the data-parity ficld odd--even number plus one is an
odd number.) If even parity is desired, then the parity bit is set to 1 provided the number of l's in the data
field is odd. (This makes the total number of a'a in the data-parity field even--odd number plIs one is an even
number.)FThe transmitter and receiver must be matched in the type of parity used to avoid error reports.

In figure 6-17(s), a sequence of two serial ASCII-encoded characters are shown using odd parity. The letter
"A" has two l's in it, so the parity it is set to make a total of three l's (three is an odd number). The letter "C"
has three l's in it, so the parity bit is not set. Three is already an odd number and requires no "help" from the

parity bis .

The minimum number of stop bits required is usually either one or two. A stop bit is merely dead I tme, or
the time ater one character is vert and before the next one starts. This means that the serial ASCII coding
is fir617fhano s. Each character stands on its own, with an arbitrary time between them. The need for this
is obvious. A typist entering text on a keyboard usually does not type in regular keystrokes. Time between

keystrokes is random.
in the author's opinion, the best format Is the ne ishown in figure 6-17(d) (8 data bit, no parity, 1 stop bit). A
parity bit is generally not meaningful as most software does nothing with the information. This format allows
for receiving data sent by figures 6-17(a), so), or (d) (both the parity bit from (a) and the first stop bit of (b)

I aycmasquerade as another data bit in (d)). It also allows for sending 8-bit binary data.

In th a-uthor's< opiion th etfra+steoesonI iue61()( aabt opltIso i)

pi bt imsts.. ,. •

f- r e i ........ . . ........ ......... .t. ...............

masuead as+.7.' ........ data .... in (d) tas.low.o edn tbnr aa
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Besides the expected confuiion as to whether any two RS-232 devices can conuiunicate with each other, a
serious limitation of RS-232 is ftl line length. Adhering strictly to the standard, line lengths should be no

longer than 50 ft. 1t is possible to extend this length by a considerable distance, though not recommended.
As a akglVe-ended as opposed to differential) bus, long transmission lines-particularly aboard an aircraft-
make it vulnerable to common mod problems. The longer the cable length, the lower the acceptable data
rate. No specific rates are, called for In the RS-232-C stan'rd. Traditionally, RS-232-C data rates are one
of the foUlowlng (rates arc in baud): 110, 300,600, 1200,2/ ,480. 9600. and 19200. A baud Isa unit of
Information transfer rate. TW it often confused with bit rate. Often; the two are interchangeable. Bit rate
referto the number of binary digits/sec that are being transmitted. Baud rate refers to the communication rate
or the number of discrete condition or signal eventassec. In some cases the bit rate Is much higher than the
baud rate. Suppose, for irstance, that 2t any given time two bits of laformation can be observed. One bit is
contained In the frequency of the signal and the other bit is contained in the phase. Suppose also that these
two bits change at a rate of cnce/sec. The baud rate, or communication tee (how often the data is changed),
Is once/sec. The bit -ate, or signalling rate, is mwo bits/sec, because two bits (frequency and phase content) are
chvrgng every sec. So in this case. the bit rate is twice the baud rate.

ThMr RS-422 and RS-423 specificatiors transmit signals similar to what is found on RS-232 lines, but allow
fciste and longer transmlssion. The RS-423, like RS 232, Is an unbalanced, or single-ended, transmission. The
ground refereace. on each end of the tramsmission are tied together. Transmission speeds up to 100 kbaud and
line lengths up to 4000 ft are allowed. The RS-422 1, a balanced, or differential, transmission system. Neither
of Its transmission wires are tied to the ground reference at either end. This teclhique makc the transmission
ay-tem less sunsitivu to common mode (undesired signals affect both wires equally, cancelling the effect). It
nltcws transmission speeds up to 10 Mbaud at lite lengths up to 4M 11. Figure 6-18 shows the cable lengths
us a function ofdata ratet for RS-422 and RS-423. respectiyo•,y (ref. 25), These plots were empirically derived.
The curve is fit at the bwtr data rates because the signal amplitude require.en-at is the limiting factor. As the
data rate increhs, the signal rise and fall times become the more significant factors, limiting the allowable
line lcngth.
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Figure 6-18. Data modulation rate as a function of cable length.

Of the three standnrds, RS-422 offers the best sneed and line length.

The RS.449 standard, together with the RS-422 and RS-423 standards, is intended to replace RS-232-C. While
RS-422 and RS-423 define electrical interface standards, RS-449 speAifies the functional and mechanical char-
acteristics of the interface between data tflminal and data communications equipment. Unlike RS-232-C,
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RS-422, and RS-423, the RS449 standard specifies exact mechanical definitioaS of connectors, which are

37-pin andg9-pin connectors. The RS-449 also clearly states using diagrams; many of the more poorly under-

stood standaft stated In RS-232-C. The RS-449 Is compatible with CcrIT recommendations V.24 and V.54.

In the author's Opinion, the only good reason to design flight systems with RS-232 interfaces Is to allow easy
interface to existing ground equlpment, such as a computer or VDT. Any flight system being used for data
transmission, especially where both ends of the bus can be custom designed, should plan to use a balanced line
standard that allows longe line le;ý-hs and higher data rates, such as RS-422.

Despite all attempts to enhance or replace the RS-232-C standard, it is still widely used. Its vagueness allows
designers to believe they have a free hand in bending the standard to their own purposes.

6.6.2 IEEE 4WHP-IB/IEC 625

For better understanding, it is useful to review the history of this bus' development. In the early 1970's, there
was little standardization in connecting measurement test equipment to computer systems. With the advent
of microprocessors, It became feasible to build "smart" instrumentz ihat handled major parts of their own
computing tasks, Hewlett-Packard of Cupertino, California, developed a bus to interface measurement instru-
ments like digital voltmeters and scanners to minicomputers, Hewlett-Packard designed many instruments for
this bus named the HP-ID (Hewlett-Packard interface bus) in 1974. Hewlett-Packard participated in various
standardization groups, which used this bus as their starting point in defining industry standards.

In 1976, the International Electrotechnical Commission (I[E) adopted IEC 625-1. It differs from HP-IB
uniy in the connector used. In 1978, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) adopted
IMEE 488-1978 (now called 488.1), which is fully complient with HP-B., The American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) adopted the IEEE Standard and published it as ANSI Standard MC 1.1. The bus concept is
also known as the GP-IB (general-purpose interface bus). Under one or more of these names, the HP-lB has
become widely used throughout the world as a means of making test measurements easier. It is continually
being revised to include enhanced features.

6.6,2.1 Bus operatioas

The HP-IB operates on two levels: hardware Interconnection and message passing. The instrument Intercon-
nection Is passive. A cable with 16 signal lines (8 for data and 8 for data-message control information) usually
connects the instruments and computer in a daisy-chain fashion. An HP-ID device must function as one of the
following: talker, llUstenr, or controller. A controller device manages the bus, determining which devices are
eligible to send and receive data. A talker can transmit data to other devices on the. bus. A listener can receive
data from other devices. Most devices can listen to their control information and then talk to send their mca-
surement results. An HP-IB bus must consist of at least one talker and one listenvr. Figure 6-19 shows a typical
HP-IB connection. In thefigure, one controller (usually a computer) a. 'I three Instruments, which may be both
listeners (to receive control information) and talkers (to report result. ac.k to- t& controller or other listener)
are shown. The detail illustrates how the daisy chain connections s.e usually rnpted by stacking connectors.
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Inatnwment Inetnment Inatnment

Figure 6-19. The HP-1B (IME.-488) connections.

The power of the system lies in the potential intelligence of each measurement device on the bus and the
ability to schedule testing events and sequences in the controller. "Smart" and "dumb" devices can coexist on
the same bs. All of the HP-IB's evolving enhancements are aimed at standardizing higher levels of message
protocol, which previously were device dependant. The HP-IB is a bus that was designed from the "bottom
up," or as manufacturers conceive of enhancements In message handling, they are reviewed and incorporated
into the standards.

6.6.2.2 Bus application and limitations

The HP-lf's use In flight test Is limited to aircraft with enough space to accommodate large (usually rack
mountable) test Instruments like transport-size aircraft. The bus is wfdely used in ground support equipment
and laboratory calibration,

The maximum number of instruments on the same bus is 15. The maximum cable length is limited to 20, or 2
times the number of devices, whichever is less. It is an 8-bit parallel (not serial) data bus. Therefore its cable,
which must carry 24 wires, is usually stiff. It passes data in binary-c(,ded decimal (BCD) or ASCII formats.
This increases its compatibility with other systems, but decreases its speed. The HP-IB is not Intended for
passing high-frequency measurements, The previously mentioned bottom-up implementation of the HP-IB
often causes problems in programming communications between different measurement devices, particularly
if the devices are made by different manufacturers. Often, one manufacturer will rely on an "enhancement"
that the other manufacturer is unfamiliar with.
There are mechanisms for extending the bus in length and number of devices, but these are not part of the bus
standard. For a detailed description of the HP-IB, see references 26, 27, and 28.

6.63 Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)

Ethernet is a popular bus tecludque in ground-based facilities for networking systems together. It is, to the
author's knowledge, not used on aircraft for flight-test purposes. However, it has some features of interest.
Ethernet Is a baseband bus, where signals are time division multiplexed. It provides a 10-Mbit/sec serial path
between many systems, and requires no bus master. It has a linear topology, and is usually a coaxial cable
system (although other media are often used), A cable is strung around a facility. Those needing access to the
bus clamp a transceiver onto the coax. Each device has a unique, factory-defined address. The data link layer
of protocol Is defined as part of the 802.3 specification, sending data in packets. Higher layers of protocol are
up to the systems wanting to communicate and will not affect those systems that are not addressed.

r ".'-' ,
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Control of the bus is determined by who gets there first. If another device wants to control the bus, it first
checks for energy on the bas, implying that another system already has control. If It finds that the bus is in use,
it will back off, wait fora random time, and try again. As devices are not allowed to stay on the bus forever,
every device will be guaranteed acess.,

This bus has become very popular. Many support products, supporting a wide range of physical, data, and
network-link protocol products, exlt for several popular computer systems from micros to mainframes.

6.7 ISampling Data Buses for PCM Transmission

In recent years, avionic subsystems.involved In navigation, pilot displays, and flight control have become
major parts of aircraft. As these systems must be developed and tested before becoming operational, the
flight-testing community must monitor bus activity between the avionic subsystems. Aircraft data bus activity
must be recorded And, at least In pat' be frequently telenietered-.

fTMaditiOnlI4ght-test data acquisition Involves sampling of sensors where the PCM system has control over the
_samplig times and sampling rates. With most data buses, however, these transactions take place completely

asynchronous to traditional sampled PCM systems. The engineer must understand what kind of data bus system
information is being sought. Is it important to maintain data bus frame integrity? Must timing relationships
between buses be maintained? Must all bus traffic be recorded or transmitted? Or Is It enough to just select
certain bus words and maintain a most-recent-values table for transmission at a noncritical rate? Understanding
the requirements makes a big difference In the complexity of the bus Interface scheme used.

In most caes, flight-test engineers want the data acquisition system to monitor the bus, but not interact with It.
Interacting with it Infers transmitting some type of data acknowledgment on the bus, which requires the system
under test to take some action on this data or acknowledgment. lb some extent, this changes the action of the
system under test. The mark of a good test Instrument is one that affects the system under test minimally.
For example, a good voltmeter has a very high Impedance, which draws the least current from the system
It is probing,

The following examines the worst case of monitoring data buses--recording all bus activity, Including com-
mand words, sync bits, and intermessage gaps, If they exist, Assume that this Information must end up In a
digital computer system to evaluate the bus traffic. Two big problems must be addressed: (1) The data bus
speed is probably too high for current flight recorders to handle; and (2) message gaps, if sufficiently long,
introduce a DC component Into a signal, and direct (nonmodulated) recording techniques will have trouble.

One common technique for dealing with a high recorder data rate Is to split the signal over several tracks, as
was discussed In section 6.5.1.9. For example, bus data can go into a FIFO buffer that splits the stream bit
by bit across five tracks on the tape. Now each track need only record at 1/5 the data rate of the bus. Each
track has a sync word added, and fillers are added during gap times, The tape must be replayed through a
"desplitter" to put the data stream back together.

A good example of sorting out 1553 bus data In real time and storing it In a form amenable to later computer
analysis was developed for Aeritalla In Turin, Italy. Its main goal was to reduce the bandwidth of data recorded
on board so that the number of tracks required on the recorder were also reduced.

This system uses the bus Inactive time (usually 40 percent or more) to add timing information and to reduce
the output bit rate. All the information Is kept, but In compressed form. Data about the 1553 sync bits, parity,
validity, and so forth are encoded. The time of frame acquisition Is also encoded. This allows full analysis of
the bus and maintains time and frame Integrity, while not requiring as many filler words in each frame or as
many tracks on tl," tape. Filler words are required If bus activity Is low enough for a period of no transitions
to occur during a PCM frame. The data are stored In a quasi-IRIG format, Including sync words and a regular,
cyclic frame pattern. However, the data are not fixed word-position dependent within a frame, like standard
IRIG format. Each frame must be analyzed in software to extract the appropriate information.
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Under normal bus activity, data can be stored on one tape track. If heavy loading occurs, data can be split
across two tracks. However, it is split on a menage-by-message basis, not on a bit-by-bit basis. This is easier
to decommutate and Is more reliable. (In the bit-by-bit splitting, if one track dies, a/i information is lost as they
are so intertwined.) The time tag is optional and is defined as a 16- or 32-bit counter of arbitrary resolution.
Knowledge of 1553 specifications can be used to distinguais between response times, lntermessage gap times,
and so forth to check for message validity in the software decommutation. Bus failures can be detected also.

The goal is to reduce the bandwidth of data on board to reduce the tracks required on the recorder. This led
to the pseudo-.RIG technique, because in conventional BUG PCM, each parameter must have its own slot in
a cyclic frame and would be sent even if it has not changed values. Thus, the bandwidth would be driven
up. A conventional IRIG PCM system would also lose 1553 frame integrty and information about the frame,
sending only data apd not "gap" information (ref. 15).

Reference 29 Is a good source of information on extracting 1553 bus data from a specially encoded IRIGPCM stream.

6.8 Wave Shaping for Special Situations

6.8.1 Pulse trains for telemetry transmission

Of primary concern In telemetry transmission is bandwidth, That is, how much of the frequency spectrum is
used to transmit a signal. Two factors enter into this: (1) how sharp the rise and fall times of a pulse train are,
and (2) how many transitions/sec are required. Minimizing bandwidth requires the pulse train waveshape to
be as nearly sinusoldal as possible, and requires the bit rate to be minimized.

The simplest coding technique also corresponds to the lowest bandwidth signal: NRZ-L (nonreturn to zero-
level). Its power spectral density centers around the bit rate. In this code, a logic 1 is a high and a logic 0
is a low. Unfortunately, no transitions take place when a long string of O's or l's occur. Sophisticated bit
synchronizers must be used to keep the data stream in lock,

6.8.2 Pulse trains for tape recording

Tape recorders are sensitive to steady-state response. This means that long periods of no transition In a data
stream do not record well. Therefore, NRZ-L coding is not usually the coding of choice. A code that requires
transitions to occur at least every bit time or two works better, Codes like BI -L (Manchester 1I bipha.e-
level) and DM-M (delay modulation-mark (Miller)) are commonly used. Pseudorandom techniques that shift
the power spectral density curve closer to the bit rate while keeping it off of steady-state condition are better.
Figures 94 and 97 of reference 1 show code definitions and power spectral density curves, respectively.

6.8.2.1 Filtering and encoding considerations

For tape recording of digital PCM streams, one of the most important considerations in direct recording is the
power spectral density of the signal. The coding technique selected depends on this. For example, an NRZ-L
signal does not guarantee that there will be any transitions in a given length of time from 0 to I or from 1 to
0. If the data being recorded are all O's or all l's, there are no transitions and no self-clocking is possible. All
information is DC, which is not suitable for tape recording. The B10-L code has zero-frequency components
at DC. However, its bandwidth is approximately twice that of NRZ-L. The DM-M code has a small amount
of frequency components at DC with approximately the same bandwidth as NRZ-L, which makes it a good
compromise for tape recording. This subject is covered in more detail in reference 1.

i.• • I
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6=.2.2 Enhancemeit tecNiques

Sometimes recording high-speed data streams is complicated by not having recording, mechanisms that can
keep up. In other words, linear recording of data streams cannot always be done. One technique thit has
been used to'work a96i4nd this bandwidth limitation Is called track splitting, which is discussed in detail in
section 6.7. In track splitting, serial data stream Is sliced up and consecutive chunks are laid in parallel tracks of
a reorder-. This complicates the encoding onto the recorder as well as decoding it later. It does, however, allow
more recording time-on a given tape. TVe technique has been used successfully in recording MUL-STD-1553
avionics data (at one Mbit/sec) onto 14-track tape recording at a much slower rate.
An important enhancement technique that is sometimes overlooked Is to reduce the amount of data recorded.
In many situations, not all of the bus traffic Is required for analysis. Careful selection of parameters can
significantiy reduce recording requirements.

ILL
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7 DIGITAL DATA STORAGE

7.1 Tape Reord

Tepe recorders have been the mainstay of flight data acquisition systems for many years. Though ground-based
computer systems also have used tape recording for many years, their mechanism of storage differs from most
flight system. Ground-1sed systems typically store information in parallel across several tracks in a "byte
serial" fashion. This can be thought of as digital recording. Right systems, in contrast, usually record In an
analog fashion. Even if data is digitized before being sent to the recorder, it is recorded in a "bit serial" fashion,
one track/channel or data stream.
Flight recorders have several tracks; 14 or 28 are common. Each track can record one PCM data stream or one
FM channel. So for a 14-track tape unit, up to 14 FM channels or 14 PCM data streams can ba recorded, or
a mixture of the tWo. One track Is usually devoted to recording the IRIG time to synchronize data acquisition
with the actual time the data was taken.
This kind of tape recording has limited bandwidth-I to 2 hr recording at data rates under 300 kbit/sec. Tech-
niques have been developed to use track splitting: spreading a serial data stream across several tracks. This
technique is commonly used for storing high-speed data streams In real time. References I and 15 provide
information about tape recording, signal conditioning, and encoding.

7.2 Semiconductor Memory

Semiconductor memory has been among the most exciting technologies to watch over the past several years.
Memory densities have increased dramatically, while costs and power consumption have plummeted. Fifteen
years ago, minicomputer systems containing more than 32 kbytes of memory were uncommon. Today, many
laptop computers contain I or 2 Mbytes.

7.21 Random accmes memory

Memory capacity, speed, weight, size, and power consumption are key issues In selecting memory for data
storage. Cost is usually less of an Issue. Random access memory (RAM) is a type of read-write memory; that
is, each memory location can be accessed in any random order and each location can be either read from or
written to. For data storage requiring high speed, it is hard to exceed the performance of RAM. Much of the
information stored passes through RAM anyway In the process of passing It on to the storage device. Densities
reach a level where size and weight are acceptable for low to medium amounts of data storage in flight test.
For example, If a flight test project has 20 parameters, each requiring 200 samples/sec for a testing period of
30 min, then this would require 7.2 x 106 bytes of storage:

200 sampleslsec for each of 20 parameters (one parameter/byte)
(200 frames/sec)(20 parameters/ftame) = 4000 parameters/sec
(4000 pametersecX30 min)(60 sec/min) = 7.2 x 106 parameters

This is a modest requirement for flight testing, but a fairly sizable one for the amount of RAM required. Data
stotWag using RAM tends to be for Infrequent, or noncontinuous, storage of data (like test points that span a
few seconds).

The RAM is volatile. It requires the application of power at all times to retalp its contents. Sophistication
In interated circuit design has allowed modern IC's to automatically revert to a standby mode when its data
is not externally required. Standby mode requires considerably less power, usually a few pamps/lC. Small
batteries can keep their contents intact for several months or years. <,
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7.2.2 Electrically erasable programmable read only memory,

The EEPROM (or E2 PROM) is a nonvolatile memory device (requiring no battery backup power) that can

be programmed or reprogrammed (erased) electrically while still in its application circuit (ref. 8). It Is well

suited for systems requiring small amounts Of data storageupdated infrequently with noncritical write times
(inthe mscc range). Calibration tables are.a good example. The tables may be updated withoutremoving the

.EPROM and are not expected to change during a flight. The table values can be expected to be retained even
after circukt poweths been removed.

73 Bubble Memnory

Bubble .aeory uses a method of storing information In tiny magnetic domains, called bubbles. Access to
t bubbles is sequential-in rotating order, The bubbles store information in a nonvolatile manner, and in-
formation Is not lost when power is removed. This storage is completely solid state, and therefore holds much
promise in environments like flight test, where lack of vibration-sensitive mechanical parts is desirable.

Bubble memories became available commercially in the early 1980's, but were never widely used. In Its early
days, these memories were the subject of much advertising "hype" (promises that were never lived up to). Its
low-memory densities, low-speed, heavy-weight, complex support circuitry, lack of substantial Improvements,
and high cost have conspired to keep bubble memories out of most opplications.

Bubble memories have been used in flight testing applications, but only those where infrequent access of "read-
mostly" memory was required, and access times were not time critical, One such application was instrumented
by the NASA Ames Research Center's Dryden Flight Research Facility to support a laminar (smooth air) flow
research program onboard a Lockheed C- 140 Jetstar aircraft. That system used bubble memory cards In two of
the oaboard systems. The bubble memory was designed commercially to emulate standard Q-bus floppy disks.
They were accessed only to assist the system when powered up and to load the application program into semi-
conductor (volatile) memory for execution. In this application, real-time response was unnecessary; vibration
resistance and small physical size (relative to the floppy disk drive it replaced) were positive attributes,

7A4 Disks

7.4.1 Magnetic (hard and flexible)

Magnetic disks are a very popular way of saving flight data. They are widely used in ground-based systems
and are increasingly used on aircraft.

These disks are excellent media to store and retrieve random access data, Access times range in the tens to
hundreds of msec, and data capacities are between a few hundred kilobytes and a few hundred megabytes.
Flexible (floppy) disks are at the low end of the range in terms of speed and capacity, and hard disks are at the
high end.

An advantage of flexible disks is low media cost and high portability. They are also "contact head" devices
and are thus less sensitive to vibration problems than are hard disks. Their data transfer rates are in the range
of 250 to 500 kblt/sec.

The advantages of hard disks arm speed and high-storage capacity. Data transfer rates are from 5 to 10 Mbit/sec.
Many hard disks are also sealed (Winchester type) and are less susceptible to a dusty environment than are
flexible disks. However, hard disks use expensive media and are "floating head" devices; that is, their recording
heads must not contact the surface of the disk. This event is called a head crash and results in the loss of data
(and usually a service call to repair the head). Vibration could result in head crashes, and considerable attention
must be paid to mounting the drives to prevent this kind of damage, particularly in flight testing.

S+i! ...
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7A.2 Optical

Optical disk data storage is emerging as a very exciting technology for data storage. The are few standards
currently, as It is still in its infancy. The most important advantage of optical media is Its extremely large
storage capacity. Storage capacities in the Gbyte range are not uncommon. The most mature technology is the
so-called write owe. read many (OROPM) optical dicks. As the name implies, daft can be written to the media

only once, but read back many times. Thls sideal for archlving data like flight data. It is better protected from
accidental erasure than is magnetic media. It also tends to be optimal for sequentially stored data because it
Is recorded In a continuous spiral, like the groove on a record player. Currently, WORM recording speeds are
not tremendously fast, averaging a few Mbit/sec.

7A4.3 Interbedng

Me are severwl standards available to interface to rotating disk drives. Interfaces are usually addressed at two
levels: drive to controller and controller to processor. The ST506 specification and ESDI define the sigials
passing between the drive and Its controller. 7IU MSCP defines the protocol required for the controlling
processor to communicate with the controller attached to the drive(s). The SCSI is a combination of both
(protocol and bus). Thus, a drive interface may use both ST506 and MSCP, or just SCSI. Sometimes converters
are used to allow a processor sending commands on a SCSI bus to communicate with a drive using ST506.
The SCSI is used for more than just disk drives. It is also a general-purpose data transfer bus. With a properly
designed system, the processor does not need to know physical details about the device It Is communicating
with. Whether the device is a disk drive, magnetic tape drive, or a printer, there is little impact on the commands
sent from the processor.

M ,,, .
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8 TESTING .

U! Failure Modes and Mecbansam a Digital Systems
d/

Modem electonlc systems are, for the most par, very reliable systems. Comprised largely of solid-state
devices, they are fairly Impervious to shock Tbeir low power consumption minimizes heat damage, and shelf
life is virtuflly inlimited. However, statistically, the more components added to a system, the more likely
something will fail. The trad toward highly complex aircraft systems therefore works against the addition of
more reliable components.

Digital systems, by nature, tend to be much more Impervious to temperature variations than their analog coun-
terparts (see sec. 1.2). Even the analog circuits. while sensitive to temperature variations, are usually not
subject to catastrphic faillueeo for components that, by the nature of their operation, are expected to
dissipate much heatL

Howevir, digitl logic is more sensitive to power fluctuations than is analog circuitry. For example, If a current
surge '(resulting from the sudden switching of a logic level) causes a spike on the power supply lune, the logic
thresholds of a logic chip may be affected. This, In turn, may cause a logic chip to misinterpret a logic level. As
logic circuits make substantial use of memory elements (future action depends on the past), the misinterpreting
of a logic level can cause the logic to take a wrong "fork in the mad" and get very confru ed. In contre t mostSanalog circuits have no memory element, so a temporary pertubation In power has no lasting Impact on the
system's performance.

After eliminating (relatively speaking) catastrophic failure and power fluctuations, the failure modes In digital

systems amprimily those of synchronization. Assuming that a system has been functional and suddenly
develops problems, a good area to look at Is the timing relationships between various parts of the system. This
is where moat tie is spent "ubleshooting digital systems.

8.2 Hardware Test Mediods

In the process of designing and testing digital electronics, like any other electronic system, It is necessary to
find and fix problems as well as to evaluate performance. In traditional analog electronic testing, the most
important general-purpose test gear Is the oscilloscope. In testing digital electronics, the logic analyzer is aS~very important piece of test &ear. This device is a specialized data acquisition tool that allows the operator to

ams the timing relationships between several digital signal lines. Tnig Is everything in digital systems. The
logic analyzer lets the evaluator see the timing relationships between the various digital signals in the sybtem.
Glitch detectors can spot signals that appear and disappear between samples-which may point to "illegal"
activity on a channel.
Digital oscilloscopes are gaining In popularity. They combine the principles of both logic analyzers (by sam-
pling data digitally) and the analog oscilloscope (by displaying voltage level). Sometimes logic analyzers
Include one or two channels of digital oscilloscope channels that allow the synchronized observation of the
digital timing with observed analog traces.

Pattern generators and microprocessor emulators control the logic (provide a forcing function). Microprocessor
emulators ar used in development when not all of the hardware Is built, or when the system is built and
interaction with the "guts" of the system is required for testing. A typical emulator will plug into the system in
place of a microprocessor and will allow the user to map recognized memory Into either the system under test
or the emulator Itself. In designing embedded microprocessor systems, an emulator is almost indispensible.

An understanding of the timing relationships in a working system is important to check for anomalous opera-
tion. Good baseline measurements should be made when the system is declared operational. This Is similar to
taking your temperature when you are well so that you know what is normal.

j.f
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If It is possible to use sockets for components, the job of troubleshooting a system at the component level
is greatly simplified. Simply replace suspected components until the system works, or replace all parts and
reinsert suspect components until it fails. However,,use-of sockets grealy inreases the pssibilityof a bd

I connection, which obviously induces failure modes.

Much of aircraft avionic testing thaconcerns a flight test or instrumentation engineer involvesmaking black
boxes communicate properly,, Thi fr etly requires specialized testing equipment that is able to analyze
data bus traffic and Intpret its messages. These units are often expensive, but can save an enormous amount
of time in focusing on a problem.

Software is found in many-clectronic devices today. Hard-wired logic circuits are giving way to firmware
(programmed hardware)-controlled logic. More high-level control of sequences (especially those requiring
decisions based on parameters that change) use more conventional software. As technology makes it possible
to include more processing capability and memory capacity Into less space and power, imbedded software is
found In mote subsystems.

Testing software systems can be challenging. Communication between several processors controlled by several
(unsyncbronized) oscillators guarantees that the system cannot be tested under all possible conditions. The
author has seen digital systems work successUly for several years before a particular set of conditions occurred
(as a result of synchronization problems) that caused erroneous operation.
The best a designer can do is to pay attention to timing delays, signal degradation over transmission lines, and
design error detection and correction, as well as synchronizing (acknowledge) mechanisms, where possible.

SThe more a system is modularized, that is, its domponents act independently without depending on much
interplay between subsystems, the easier it Is to test. irogram logic can then be tested on a subsystem-by-
subsystem basis using well-understood tools like program debuggers and emulators (secs. 2.5.2 and 8.2). It
is like the difference between being accountable for your own actions as opposed to being responsible for the
detailed actions of other people. There Is only so much control you can exercise over someone else. As aircraft
systems become more complex, modularity becomes the key to successfully testing and integrating systems.

,.' .I • •i'g"::••-: ,
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9 RELIABILITY AND SAFETY V
9.1 Verification and Validation

Verification and validation is the process where systems are shown to be operating properly. Verification is
the act of c•nlirming that the system (software, hardware, and so forth) meets the specification. Validation
determines that the specification Itself Is correct. Just as it is up to an architect to confirm that the blueprints
for a building project are correct (validated), it Is up to the building contractor to confirm that the blueprints
are followed (verified).

How much verification and validation is required before flight testing Is largely a function of flight safety. It
Is important in man-rated aircraft. where a "bug" in logic can lead to loss of life (or In any aircraft where a
crash may result), to do as much ground testing as possible. It may be easier to find problems In actual flight
conditions rather tham trying to simulate them, but safety prevents that approach.

In general, Instrumentation systems used in flight research or flight test are not as critical as systems used
directly to control the aircraft flighL As a result, requirements for verification and validation of systems can
be relaxed where problems in systems merely result in termination of the test flight, However, assurance is
needed that the quality of the data extracted from the aircraft is understood.

9.2 Flight-Critical System Data Extraction

As stated earlier, if data critical to the control of an aircraft is used, mechanisms must be included to assure that
failure of part of the system does not result in loss of the aircraft. This is done by Installing redundant systems.
For example, in figure 9-1, a flight control suface is instrumented by three sensors, each of which is fed Into
each of three processors. If a single sensor failed, a processor can., by means of majority rule, determine this.
It can then throw out the bad sensor data. If one of the processors failed, the other two processors can, again
by majority rule, determine this.

SFigure 9-1. Tple redundant sensors and processors.

Extra hardware and system complexity (and usually extra space and weight) are required. As a result, this

technique is seldom used with sensor data that are not flight critical.

For data extraction (recording or transmitting), care must be taken that the interface to the data acquisition

system does not induce problems In the system from which It Is acquiring data.
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Gray code 4-3 signal conditioning 1-1,2-1,7-1

simulation 2-8
H syncbits 6-11, 6-26
helicopter 6-3 synchro to digital 3-7
HP-lB 0-3, 6-24 synchronize 2-7,4-3, 6-3. 6-13.6-27.7-1, 8-1,
hybrid circuits 2-6, 6-18 8-2

synchronous 4-1,6-2, 6-3, 6-6, 6-19

Ilk 0-3, 5-1 T
IRI. 0-3, 6-2, 6-4, 6-14, 6-26, 7-1 tape 1-2, 5-4, 6-10, 6-13, 6-14, 6-26, 6-27,
isochronous 6-3 6-28,7-1

L telemetry 1-1,2-1, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, 6-27
temperature 1-1,2-6, 3-2, 3-10, 5-1.8-1

language 2-7, 2-8 test equipment 6 -24, 6-26, 8-1. 8-2
logic track splitting 6-13, 6-26, 6-27, 6-28, 7-1

analyzer, 8-1
logic families, 2-2, 2-3, 2-5, 2-6 V

vibration 5-1, 5-4, 7-2
M video 6-13, 6-21Manchester code 0-2, 6-10, 6-27
memory 7-1, 7-2 W

N weight 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4, 7-1, 7-2, 9-1
NASA 0.wire 2-7, 6-1, 6-3, 6-4, 6-15, 6-19, 6-23, 6-25NASA 0-1, 0--3, 6-2, 6-19, 7-2

navigation 2-1, 6--6. 6-16, 6-17, 6-19, 6-20,
6 .26

Nyquist rate 3-4, 3-9.3-1', 1-3.5-4

0
optical 1-1, 6-1

disk, 7-3

encoder, 4-1
fiber, 6-1, 6-3, 6-6. 6-14
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Annex 1

AGARD Flight Test Instrumentation and Flight Test Techniques Series

1. Volumes in the AGARD Flit Test Instrumentation Series, AGARDogaph 160

Volume Publication
Number Title Date

1. Basic Principles of Flight Test Instrumentation Engineering 1974
by A.Pool and D.Bosman (under revision)

2. In-Flight Temperature Measur. nents 1973
by ETrenkle and M,Reinhardt

3. The Measurement of Fuel Flow 1972
by J.TFrance

4. The Measurement of Engine Rotation Speed 1973
by M.Vedrunes

5. Magnetic Recording of Flight Test Data 1974
by G.E.Bennett

6. Open and Closed Loop Accelerometers 1974
by IMclaren

7. Strain Gauge Measurements on Aircraft 1976
by E.Kottkamp, H.Wilhelm and D.Kohl

8. Linear and Angular Position Measurement of Aircraft Components 1977
by J.C. van der Linden and HA.Mensink

9. Aeroelastic Flight Test Techniques and Instrumentation 1979
by J.W.G.van Nunen and G.Piazzoli

10. Helicopter Flight Test Instrumentation 1980
by K.R.Ferrell

11. Pressure and Flow Measurement 1980
by W.Wuest

12. Aircraft Flight Test Data Processing - A Review of the State of the Art 1980
by LJ.Smith and N.OMatthews

13. Practical Aspects of Instrumentation System Installation 1981
by R.W.Borek

14. The Analysis of Random Data 1981
by D.AWilliarns

15. Gyroscopic Instruments and their Application to Flight Testing 1982
by B.Stieler and H,Winter

16. Trajectory Measurements for Take-off and Landing Test and Other Short-Range Applications 1985
by P. de Benque dAgut, H,Riebeek and A.Pool

17. Analogue Signal Conditioning for Flight Test Instrumentation 1986
by D.W.Veatch and RIK.Bogue

18. Microprocessor Applications in Airborne Flight Test Instrumentation 1987
by MJ.Prickett

* 19. Digital Signal Conditioning for Flight Test 1991
. by G.A.Bever

4!
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r2. Voklues In the AGARD Flight Test Technque Serie

N e TkPublicationi ~Number Title Dt
Dale

AG237 Guide to In-Flight Thrust Measurement of Turbojets and Fan Engines by the MIDAP 1979
Study Group (UK)

The remaining volumes are published as a sequence of Volume Numbers of AGARDograph 300.

Volume Title Publication
Nwuber Date

1. Calibration of Air-Data Systems and Flow Direction Sensors 1983
by JA.Lawford and K.R.Nippress

2. Identification of Dynamic Systems 1985
by REMaine and K.Wlliff

3. Identification of Dynamic Systems - Applications to Aircraft 1986
Part 1: The Output Error Approach

by RE,Maine and K.W.7liff

4. Determination of Antenna Patterns and Radar Reflection Characteristics of Aircraft 1986
by H.Bothe and D.McDonald

5. Store Separation Flight Testing 1986
by RJArnold and C,S,Epstein

6. Developmental Airdrop Testing Techniques and Devices 1987
by HJ.Hunter

7. Air-to-Air Radar Flight Testing 1988
by R.E.Scott

8. Flight Testing under Extreme Envir,, nental Conditions 1988
by C,L-lenrickson

9. Aircraft Exterior Noise Measurement and Analysis Techniques 1991

by H,Heller

At the time of publication of the present volume the following volumes werc in preparation:

Identification of Dynamic Systems. Applications to Aircraft.
Part 2: Nonlinear Model Analysis and Manoeuvre Design

by J.A.Mulder and J.H.Breeman

Flight Testing of Terrain Following Systems
by C.Dallimore and M.K.Foster

Store Ballistic' Analysis and Testing
by R.Arnold and H.Reda

Reliability and Maintainability
by J.Howell

Testing of Flight Critical Control Systems on Helicopters
by J.D.L.Gregory

Flight Testing of Air-to-Air Refuelling of Fixed Wing Aircraft
byJiBradley and K.Em

Introduction to Flight Test Engineering
Edited by F.Stoliker and H.Torode

Operational Flight Testing
by M.Willams et al.

Space System Testing
by A.Wisd.m
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Amnex 2

Available Flight Test Handbooks

This annex is presented to make readers aware of handbooks that are available on a variety of flight test subjects not necessarily
related to the contents of this volume. It is not necessarily a full listing of such documents,

Requests for A & AEE documents should be addressed to the Defence Research Information Centre, Glasgow (see back
cover). Requests for US documents should be addressed to the Defence Technical Information Center, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA 22314 (or in one case, tde Library of Congress).

Number Author Title Date

AFFTC-TIH-88-004 Hendrickson, CL. Flight Testing Under Extreme Climatic Conditions 1988

AFFTC-TIM-75-11 Pihlgren, W.D. Aircraft Vertical Center of Gravity Determination Using 1975
the Ground Inclinition Method

AFFTC-TIH-84-1 Lush, KJ. Electrical Subsystems Flight Test Handbook 1984

AFFTC-TIH-83-2 Lush, K.L. Hydraulic Subsystems Flight Test Handbook 1983

AFFTC-TIH-82-2 Lush, K,L. Environmental Control Subsystems Flight Test Handbook 1982

AFFTC-TIH-81-6 Jones, L.W. Development of Curves for Estimating Aircraft Arresting 1982
Hock Loads

NATC-TM-79-33SA Chapin, PW, A Comprehensive Approach to In-Flight Thrust 1980
Determination

NATC-TM-79-3SY Schiflett, S.G. Voice Stress Analysis as a Measure of Operator 1980
Loikitli, GJ. Workload

NASA-CR-3406 Bennett, R.L, and Handbook on Aircraft Noise Motrics 1981
Pearsons, KS.

- Pilot's Handbook for Critical and Exploratory Flight 1972
Testing. (Sponsored by AIAA & SETP - Library of
Congress Card No.76-189165)

A & AEE Performance Division Handbook of Test
Methods for assessing the flying Qualities and Performance
of Military Aircraft. Vol.1 Airplanes (A/L 9 1989)

A & AEE Note 2111 Appleford, J.K. Performance Division: Clearance Philosophies for Fixed 1978
Wing Aircraft

A & AEE Note 2113 Norris, E.J. Test Methods and Flight Safety Procedures for Aircraft 1980
(Issue 2) Trials Which May Lead to Departures from Controlled

Flight

A & AEE ARM 10 14/03 A & AEE Armament Division Handbook of Test Methods

.tS
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1. Recipient's Reference 2. Origimator's Reference 3. Further Reference 4. Security Classification

AGARD-AG- 160 of Document

Volume 19 ISBN 92-835-0621-9 UNCLASSIFIED

"5. Originator Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
7 rue Ancelle, 92200 Neuflly sur Seine, France

6. TItle DIGITAL SIGNAL CONDITIONING FOR FLIGHT TEST

7. Presented at

8. Author(s)/Editor(s) 9. Date

G.A.Bever June 1991

10. Author's/Editor's Address 11. Pages

See Flyleaf 90

12. Distribution Statement This document is distributed in accordance with AGARD

policies and regulations, which are outlined on the
back covers of all AGARD publications,

13. Keywords/Descriptors

Digital techniques Data buses
Flight tests Digital filters
Data transmission Aircraft
Data processing Flight instruments
Avionics

14. Abstract

This volume in the AGARD Flight Instrumentation Series provides flight test instrumentation
engineers with an introduction to digital processes on aircraft. Flight test instrumentation systems
are rapidly evolving from analog intensive to digital intensive systems, including the use of
onboard digital computers. Topics include: measurements that are digital in origin, sampling,
encoding, transmitting, and storing of data. Particular emphasis is placed on modern avionic data
bus architectures and what to be aware of when extracting data from them. Some example data
extraction techniques are given. Tradeoffs between digital logic families, trends in digital
development, and design testing techniques are discussed. An introduction to digital filtering is
also covered.

This AGARDograph was sponsored by the Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD.
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